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ABSTRACT 
 
VIRTUAL DROOP CONTROL FRAMEWORK AND STABILITY 
ANALYSES FOR MICROGRIDS WITH HIGH PENETRATION OF 
RENEWABLES 
 
by 
 
Ashishkumar K Solanki 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2015  
Under the Supervision of Professor Adel Nasiri 
 
Microgrids can provide the most promising means of integrating large amounts of 
distributed sources into the power grid and can supply reliable power to critical loads. 
However, managing distributed sources and loads within a microgrid during island and 
grid-tie modes and during transitions is a challenge. Stable operation of a microgrid is 
a concern specifically during the starting of motor loads, switching of large loads, and 
in presence of high penetration of renewable resources. Hence, a generalized control 
framework is required to regulate microgrid voltage and frequency, maintain power 
quality, manage Distributed Generations (DG) and ensure microgrid stability. Several 
control methods have been developed for microgrid control. Majority of these 
techniques are based on natural droop control or modified natural droop control, which 
rely on voltage and frequency variations as inputs to control algorithms. At present, 
there are no methods available for sizing the capacities needed to ensure reliable 
operation and stability. A new microgrid control framework, Virtual Droop Control 
(VDC), for power management as well as for voltage and frequency regulation is 
proposed in this thesis. The proposed control method analyzes the effect of intermittent 
resources and dispatches the power commands to individual generation assets ensuring 
stable operation of the microgrid. The proposed method is described, formulated and 
  
ii 
 
compared with existing natural droop control technique in this dissertation. The unit 
commitment algorithm has also been implemented to manage non-renewable sources 
to improve system efficiency. The proposed technique operates the microgrid at a 
constant voltage and frequency and uses communications for power sharing. It also 
provides the means to operate the microgrid in case of lost communication or sabotage 
on the communication network. The modeling results of the Virtual VDC technique 
have been compared with exiting microgrid control methods including natural droop 
control technique. A laboratory setup, that consists of a 100kW natural gas generator, 
a 56 kWh Li-ion battery with a 250kW inverter, and a 100kW load bank, has been built 
and tested. The results of the setup have been provided, confirming the viability of the 
proposed technique. Detailed analysis for intentional islanding, unintentional islanding, 
and reconnection are presented.  The state space model has been developed for the Fort 
Sill microgrid and the stability analysis has been performed to verify stability of a 
microgrid in various scenarios. The proposed method has been applied to the Fort Sill 
microgrid and examined for effectiveness and viability. 
A modified control technique is also proposed to regulate the voltage and frequency 
for high penetration of renewable energy, which can be used with VDC framework. 
This technique allows the improvement of efficiency and power quality indexes for 
critical loads while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The standard IEEE 34 bus 
system is modified and adapted to function as a microgrid test bed. Three different cases 
were studied and analyzed. The CO2 emission, efficiency, and power quality indexes 
have been calculated and compared for all three cases in order to verify the performance 
of the proposed control technique. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
1.1 Background 
The greatest scientific achievement of the nineteenth century was the discovery of 
electricity. During the past decades, electricity has played a progressively more 
essential role in technological development and economic growth [1-4]. Modern 
society depends critically on a secure supply of energy and it would not be an 
exaggeration to say that it has become the backbone of development. Any prolonged 
power outage or blackout could potentially play a devastating role in our life and 
economy. The global electrical energy demand has consistently increased in recent 
years and it is expected to double within the next two decades [5, 6]. Fossil fuel 
resources that have been used as a main source of energy to generate electricity to date 
are rapidly depleting [7, 8]. The usage of fossil fuel resources has a significant effect 
on the global environment [9-11]. The gradual depletion of fossil fuels and 
environmental pollution have led us to look toward alternative sources of energy. 
Wind and solar PV are two of the major alternative sources of energy being utilized 
in many parts of the world [12]. According to the American Wind Energy Association 
(AWEA), at the end of 2012, the total installed wind power capacity was at 60,007 MW 
and at the end of 2013, 1300 MW of wind energy projects were under construction in 
the U.S. [13]. The U.S. government has a vision to generate 20% of electricity using 
wind energy by 2030 [14]. Solar PV is also a large source of renewable energy and the 
U.S. now has over 10,250 MW of installed solar electric capacity, which is enough to 
power more than 1.7 million average American households [15].  
However, on the other hand, the U.S. relies on an aging electrical grid and 
distribution systems, some of which originated in the 1880s. The U.S. grid was graded 
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a low score of D+ by the American Council of Civil Engineers in 2013[16]. There are 
three major problems associated with the current centralized electric power system: low 
energy efficiency, low reliability and low power quality [17, 18]. It is estimated that the 
current power grid has an average efficiency of approximately 33%. The rest of the 
energy is wasted in generation, transmission, and distribution systems to unrecoverable 
heat. The efficiency of generation is typically low and is about 30-35% for traditional 
coal plants [12]. In addition, the transmission and distribution system generally 
accounts for 6-8% of total energy loss. Recent power black outs have proven the 
vulnerability of the power grid and the need for a major overhaul to improve the 
reliability. Furthermore, with the increasing of non-linear loads in electric power 
systems, power quality distortion has become a serious issue in recent years. Power 
distortions such as power interruptions, voltage sags and swells, voltage spikes, and 
voltage harmonics can cause severe effects on the loads in the electrical systems. 
Ongoing generation, transmission and distribution permitting issues, weather related 
events such as Hurricanes Sandy and Katrina, and limited maintenance have 
contributed to an increasing number of failures and power interruptions[16, 19-21]. 
Integration of renewable energy and DG will support better utilization of the 
existing systems and can provide a variety of benefits if they are properly operated in 
the electrical distribution system [22]. DG has the potential to reduce consumption of 
fossil based fuels, reduce transmission and distribution losses, reduce the effects of 
electricity price fluctuations, improve system efficiency, and improve voltage quality 
[23, 24]. However, higher penetration of DG creates technical and non-technical issues 
which include power quality, power surety, reliability, power management, overall 
system efficiency, interconnection of grid and regulation [25-27]. A microgrid concept 
provides a solution to manage DG and renewable energy and it has the ability to 
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maximize the overall system efficiency, power quality and power surety to critical loads 
[28, 29]. Transmission constraints requiring supplies closer to loads, lower cost of solar 
PV installations, energy storage and natural gas, and military demand for more energy 
surety and security are several other motivation factors [30]. Government incentives for 
energy efficiency and renewable power generations stimulate the research in microgrid 
technology [31, 32]. Advanced technology in data acquisition, communication, and 
microcontroller further enhanced the microgrid concept [33]. 
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1.2 Microgrid Concept 
1.2.1 Microgrid Definition 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) defines a microgrid as a group of 
interconnected loads and DG within clearly defined electrical boundaries that act as a 
single controllable entity with respect to the grid [34]. There are many other definitions 
of microgrid, but all of them involve a collection of DG and loads connected with the 
utility grid.  Figure 1-1 shows a definition of the microgrid concept. 
 
Figure 1-1. The microgrid concept 
A microgrid can operate in parallel to the grid or as an island. The most compelling 
feature of a microgrid is the ability to separate and isolate itself from the utility’s 
distribution system unintentionally during events (i.e., faults, voltage collapses, black-
outs) [32, 35]. It may also intentionally disconnect during grid maintenance and also 
when the quality of power from the grid falls below certain standards. During the 
islanding procedure it is mandatory to preserve the reliability of a critical load and a 
noncritical load may need to disconnect unless sufficient generations are provided in 
the microgrid to cover all needs [36, 37]. Microgrids can be reconnected to the utility 
grid without any interruption to critical load once the utility is recovered.  
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1.2.2 Importance of Microgrid 
Microgrids provide the most promising means of integrating large amounts of 
distributed resources into the power grid [38]. Particularly, it is important for renewable 
energy resources to improve sustainability, since a growing number of organizations 
and governments place a higher value on renewable energy generation [39, 40]. The 
deep penetration of renewables also reduces emissions. The U.S. Department of 
Defense (DOD) has identified reliability on the utility grid as a significant vulnerability 
to their mission because of growing threats to power control and utility systems [41].  
A microgrid can provide higher reliability against such a threat. Hospitals, universities, 
refineries, pharmaceutical manufacturing, data centers and research labs have a critical 
need for constant power and cannot afford brownouts or blackouts. Today, these 
organizations have backup generators for emergencies. A microgrid can better utilize 
these backup generators with automated controls in a microgrid and provide a reliable 
power system.  
In addition, they offer energy security and surety to critical loads. Moreover, they 
open the door to significant system efficiency improvements using Combined Heating 
and Power (CHP). Unlike electricity, heat is usually in the form of steam or hot water 
and cannot be easily or economically transported a long distance. CHP implies an 
integrated energy system that delivers both electricity and useful heat from an energy 
source such as natural gas. Microgrids can also provide additional benefits to the local 
utility by providing dispatchable power for use during peak power conditions. They 
create opportunity for electricity market players in terms of ancillary services. 
Consumers and businesses can supply valuable services including demand response, 
real time price response, and voltage support to the grid in return for payments from the 
serving utility or independent system operator [32, 41].  
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1.2.3 Microgrid Projects under Research and Development  
Due to government enlightenment and initiatives there are several microgrid 
projects currently under research and development and many more microgrid research 
projects have been announced by the government as well as private firms. More than 
50 U.S. military bases and communities now operate, plan, or test microgrids, according 
to fourth-quarter 2013 data by Navigant Consulting, a research group that has compiled 
a microgrid database. Some of the important microgrid projects are listed as follows. 
 The 100kW Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) 
microgrid test bed near Columbus, Ohio is an advance approach for enabling integration 
of DG into the electric utility grid [42]. The key feature of the CERTS microgrid is its 
ability to separate and isolate itself from the utility system during grid disturbance. The 
islanding and reconnection is accomplished via an intelligent power electronics 
interface switch. The CERTS microgrid also offers plug and play and autonomous 
control for DG.  
 The 3 MW Santa Rita correctional facility test site in Alameda County, CA, the 
main goal of this project is to ensure a successful integration of multiple renewables, 
energy storage, and distributed generation systems within the CERTS environment 
[43].   
 The vision of Smart Power Infrastructure Demonstration for Energy Reliability and 
Security (SPIDERS) microgrids is to create fully independent and secure microgrids 
that are resilient to power disruption, protected against cyber-attack, integrate more 
sustainable energy and greater efficiency [44].  
 In the Fort Sill microgrid project, the objective is to demonstrate a field-scale, 
renewables-focused, intelligent microgrid the serves critical mission power 
requirements in a sustainable, reliable, and secure manner. This microgrid includes two 
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natural gas generators, one 500kWh energy storage element, small wind and solar PV 
systems, various loads, and a static switch [45]. 
 The Energy Department and Sandia National Laboratories will work with NJ 
Transit and the Board of Public Utilities to design a dynamic microgrid to power the 
transit system, critical stations and maintenance facilities. After Hurricane Sandy, 
Hurricane Irene, and other natural disasters have exposed the vulnerability of the transit 
system to power outage, NJ Transit microgrid project’s main goal is to enhance the 
reliability and resiliency of electricity used for rail and system operation [46].  
 The Twentynine Palms, CA Marine base, microgrid project is one of the initiatives 
of the US Department of Defense (DOD) to meet criteria for cyber security [30].  
 The Fort Bragg, North Carolina microgrid project is one of the world’s largest 
microgrid projects by integrating a variety of distributed generation technologies that 
work in conjunction with the facility’s utility infrastructure [30].  
 The Borrego Springs Microgrid Demonstration Project’s main objective is to 
conduct a pilot scale “proof of concept” demonstration of how advanced information-
based technologies and distributed energy resources may increase asset utilization and 
reliability of the power grid in support of the national agenda [47]. 
 The Fort Bliss grid-tied microgrid is designed to reduce overall greenhouse gas 
emissions and energy costs while providing the capability to operate independent of the 
electric utility grid when needed to provide energy security. The Fort Bliss microgrid 
consists of onsite backup generation, a 120 kW solar PV, and a 300 kW energy storage 
system [48].  
 The Illinois Institute of Technology’s Perfect Power System concept is also the 
initiative to develop the self-sustaining infrastructure [49].  
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 Howard University has taken an initiative with Pareto energy to construct an 
independent power system on the school’s campus. The idea behind this project is to 
reduce the school’s carbon footprint and also to meet energy requirements.  
 The Los Alamos microgrid test bed’s principal goal is to solve the nations 
overburdened power grid and to provide a residential microgrid, which includes 1 MW 
solar PV, a large energy storage system. This microgrid project is a joint collaboration 
of US-Japan on microgrid demonstration [50].   
 The Energy Independence District (EID) concept and framework is the first of many 
communities microgrid project. The main goal is to enable, organize and finance EID 
that optimally deploy energy saving technologies, renewables, and other onsite power 
generation [51].  
 The Marin County microgrid project is funded by the Department of Energy to 
optimize large scale renewable energy in a community setting. This project involves 
five municipal buildings on the Marin County Civil Center Campus [52].  
 The Pecan Street Project in Austin, TX has stimulated technology and policy 
regarding how electricity will be generated and distributed in the future to take 
advantage of renewable energy sources. The mission is to develop advances in energy 
usage and delivery that give consumers more control of their electricity usage and utility 
bills and increased energy efficiency [53, 54].  
 The Sacramento Municipal Utility District, Sacramento, CA microgrid project will 
demonstrate a multi-facility scale microgrid. Major investigations in this microgrid 
project are: improve customer and system reliability at reduced cost, reduce peak load, 
reduce emission through more efficient use of Natural gas and develop and deploy cost 
effective, clean distributed generation [55].  
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1.3 Research Review 
1.3.1 Microgrid Control Methods 
There are several control methods proposed previously for power management and 
to control voltage and frequency within a microgrid in island mode. The CERTS 
microgrid concept proposes an autonomous controller and plug and play concept [42]. 
The static switch has the ability to autonomously island the microgrid from disturbances 
such as faults and poor power quality events. The key concept includes controllers 
based on local terminal quantities. In island mode, each DG can seamlessly balance the 
power on the islanded microgrid using a power vs. frequency droop controller. The 
coordination between sources and loads is through frequency. The voltage vs. reactive 
power droop controller is also provided so that, as the reactive power generated by the 
sources becomes more capacitive, the local voltage set point is reduced based on the 
preset slope. Contrarily, as reactive power becomes more inductive, the voltage set 
point is increased. Thus, voltage and frequency stability are achieved by drooping the 
voltage and frequency according to active and reactive power requirements [29, 56]. 
The natural droop method is not suitable when the microgrid has nonlinear loads due 
to harmonic currents. Moreover, all of the resources in the microgrid contribute power 
to the load and operate autonomously; opportunities to optimize the system and 
improve efficiencies are limited.  
The virtual impedance droop control method was proposed to modify the output 
impedance for better power sharing in a natural droop framework. Errors in estimation 
of this virtual impedance can affect the power sharing method [57]. In the angle droop 
control method, voltage angle for the sources droops instead of frequency for power 
sharing to limit frequency variations [58]. However, angle measurement with a 
common-reference is needed and fast communication is required with this method. In 
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all of these methods, system voltage and frequency vary to achieve stability in island 
mode.  There are three layers of controls in a hierarchical control method for microgrids. 
Primary control uses the natural droop with or without a virtual impedance droop loop. 
In secondary control, based on the frequency and voltage deviation, power adjustment 
is made to the sources or unit commitment is performed. The third layer is used in grid-
connected mode to adjust active and reactive power and ancillary services to the grid 
[59, 60].  
1.3.2 Stability Assessment  
In a traditional large power system, frequency can be maintained by inertia of large 
synchronous generators, while the voltage can be maintained by maintaining reactive 
power [61-64]. The major sources of reactive power are synchronous generator, 
synchronous condenser and capacitor banks. The regulating transformer also 
contributes to regulate the system voltage [64]. In a microgrid, a large numbers of 
inverters are integrated with renewables and energy storage. Hence, during island mode 
of operation, a microgrid has little inertia or it may not have any inertia if none of the 
synchronous generators are connected. Depending on the structure of the microgrid and 
sources connected into the microgrid, the stability aspect differs [65]. 
One of the most important concerns in the reliable operation of any power system 
is stability. When two or more synchronous machines are interconnected, the stator 
voltages and currents of all the machines must have the same frequency and the rotor 
mechanical speed of each is synchronized to this frequency. The electrical power output 
of the generator is changed only by changing the mechanical power. The effect of 
increasing the mechanical power is to advance the rotor to a new position relative to 
the stator. Under steady state conditions, there is equilibrium between the input 
mechanical torque and the output electrical torque of each machine. Any changes in the 
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system upset this equilibrium, resulting in acceleration or deceleration of the rotors of 
the machines. If one generator temporarily runs faster than the other, the angular 
position of its rotor relative to that of the slower machine will advance. The resulting 
angular difference transfers part of the load from the slow machine to the fast machine 
depending on the power angle relationship. Since the power angle relationship is highly 
nonlinear, beyond a certain limit; an increase in angular separation is accompanied by 
a decrease in power transfer, this increases angular separation further and leads to 
instability [64]. Moreover, the voltage stability is equally important in any power 
system. Voltage instability mainly occurs due to inability of the power system to meet 
the demand for reactive power which leads to an uncontrollable drop in voltage. The 
core of the problem is the voltage drop that occurs when active power and reactive 
power flow through inductive reactance associated with the transmission lines and 
cable.   
In a conventional power system, stability analysis is well established and for the 
different frequency ranges of possible concern there are models that include the 
appropriate features. However, detailed generalized dynamic models for a microgrid 
are not available. Previous dynamic analysis of microgrid system considered inverters 
as an ideal source [66], which are not appropriate to study the stability of the microgrid 
and are not useful to analyze the robustness of microgrid controls.    
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1.4 Problem Statement  
Managing DGs (i.e., renewables, conventional, and storage) and loads within 
microgrid during island and grid-tie modes and transitions is a challenge. Some of the 
key microgrid control scheme concerns are: (i) maintaining stability, (ii) regulating 
voltage and frequency, (iii) active and reactive load sharing, and (iv) easier and faster 
islanding and reconnection [29, 56, 67, 68]. The angle droop control and virtual 
impedance droop control methods are not completely reliable, while in the natural 
droop control method, voltage and frequency vary a lot to achieve stability in island 
mode. In the CERTS microgrid concept, all of the resources contribute power to the 
load and operate autonomously. As a result, opportunities to optimize the system and 
to improve efficiency are limited. Since, the active and reactive power output of natural 
gas generators, natural gas generators and energy storage are dependent on microgrid 
load and present power output of renewables, natural gas generators and natural gas 
generators might not operate at their rated power. At the same time, the State of Charge 
(SOC) of energy storage might not be sufficient due to longer period of operation in an 
island mode. In such a scenario, the autonomous controller might be proved vulnerable.  
The main objective of this dissertation is to introduce a new framework for 
microgrid control, power management, and reducing voltage and frequency variations. 
The proposed control framework also offers improved efficiency, better utilization of 
renewable energy and minimization of the natural gas generator by using a unit 
commitment algorithm. Secure communication is used to improve efficiency, power 
quality and power management. The proposed control will provide the capability to 
operate a microgrid in case of lost communication or any sabotage on the 
communication network. It provides flexibility to integrate more DGs in the future. A 
detailed comparison between the proposed VDC and natural droop control has been 
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performed in this dissertation. A modified power management technique is proposed to 
improve power quality indexes, reduce Co2 emission and improve energy efficiency 
for high penetration of renewable in a microgrid.   
Control of microgrids especially in island mode of operation, is generally more 
difficult than a traditional power system due to (a) limited energy storage capacity and 
lack of inertia, (b) fast dynamics and short response time of inverter-based distributed 
resources, and (c) a high degree of parametric and topological uncertainties. Hence 
studying the stability of the proposed VDC control is required to analyze the robustness 
of the controls. To study stability, the state space model has been developed for 
microgrid. Detailed dynamic characteristic of each inverter based and machine bases 
DG, network dynamics and load dynamics are included into state space model. The 
stability analysis of the proposed control strategy has been done, which investigates the 
effect of the changes in microgrid and controller parameters on the trajectories of the 
closed loop system modes and verify the stability of the microgrid.  
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Chapter 2 Microgrid Configuration and 
Component Modeling 
2.1 Microgrid Configuration  
The proposed state of art has been applied to the Fort Sill microgrid under 
construction, and also to the IEEE 34 bus system which is adopted as a microgrid, to 
examine the effectiveness of the proposed technology. The microgrid systems studied 
in this dissertation are modeled based on the real system data and are simulated using 
PSCAD software. PSCAD has been chosen since it offers the capabilities to model both 
power systems and power electronics setups, including distribution and transmission 
systems, drives, switches, machines, etc. In addition, it provides control tools in order 
to model the controls for microgrids. Furthermore, it enables both cycle-by-cycle and 
average modeling.  
2.1.1 Fort Sill Microgrid Configuration  
The configuration of the Fort Sill microgrid studied is shown in Figure 2-1. The 
Fort Sill microgrid is rated at 480V, 60 Hz, and 630kW. It is connected to the utility 
grid through a 480V/13.20kV transformer and a static switch. 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of the Fort Sill microgrid studied. 
The generations in this microgrid include two natural gas generators each rated at 
190 kW, one 90 kW solar PV system, a 2.5 kW wind turbine and a 250 kW energy 
storage device. The solar PV and wind turbine generators are connected to the system 
through inverters operating in current mode and the energy storage inverter is operated 
in voltage mode. The system also includes various motor loads and variable loads. 
Motor loads mainly include chillers, water pumps and air compressors. This microgrid 
can operate in a grid-tie mode or island mode. An energy storage inverter is always 
connected to the system.  During grid-tie operation, natural gas generators are turned 
off. In an island mode of operation, natural gas generators are brought into the system 
according to the developed unit commitment algorithm. 
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2.1.2 IEEE 34 Bus Microgrid Configuration  
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Figure 2-2. The configuration of the IEEE 34 bus microgrid. 
The original IEEE 34 bus system is 24.9 kV, 60 Hz, 6 MVA with different fixed 
loads. It is connected to the utility and it has no Distributed Resources (DRs). It includes 
constant three-phase and single phase active/reactive power loads and constant 
impedance loads. The system has significant amount of line losses due to long 
transmission lines. Hence, it includes two regulators at bus 814 and 832 [69-71].  
Figure 2-2 shows the modified IEEE 34 bus distribution system used as a microgrid 
system modeling. During island mode of operation, in base case, the utility connection 
is opened and two large traditional natural gas generators, each rated at 1.875 MVA, 
are added at buses 800 and 840. System includes constant and variable loads. Total ten 
variables loads are added and considered as critical loads. They are located at various 
buses as shown in Figure 2-2. In the case 2, two 0.5 MW of wind turbine and one 0.25 
MW solar PV have been added at buses 828, 848 and 890 respectively. In case 3, the 
energy storage systems have been integrated with renewables and the modified control 
technique has been applied.  
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2.2 Natural Gas Generator Modeling  
The natural gas generator plays a very important role in the microgrid. There are 
many benefits of using a natural gas generator for power production in a microgrid 
when a utility fails. Compared to coal, gasoline, and oil, natural gas is the cleanest fossil 
fuel. It causes far less environmental pollution than some other generators in the market. 
Greenhouse gas emission of CO2 is minimal with a natural gas generator. The price 
reduction on a natural gas generator and easy transportation via pipelines motivates the 
use of a natural gas generator [72].  
 Synchronous 
Generator 
Ef, If
Engine
AC8B  
Exciter
VT,IT
Governor
Pcmd
Grid/ 
Microgrid
Measurement 
Speed Measurement
Local 
Load
Speed Ref.
Pactual
Qcmd+
Qactual
-
+
-
Voltage Ref.
3 ph. 
Breaker
 
Figure 2-3. Block diagram of a natural gas generator connected to a grid/microgrid. 
The exciter of a natural gas generator is in charge of reactive power and a governor 
adjusts the active power. By supplying active and reactive power to the system, it helps 
to maintain the voltage and frequency of a microgrid to a constant value. Figure 2-3 
shows the basic block diagram of a natural generator connected to a grid or microgrid. 
To accurately study the behavior of a natural gas generator, it is required to model a 
synchronous generator, excitation, an Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) system, a 
gas engine, and a governor system with sufficient details [73].  
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The detailed modeling of all the components of a natural gas generator is described 
in this chapter. A synchronization scheme and active-reactive power control have been 
implemented for the synchronous generator. In addition, load testing has been done on 
the developed simulation model and has been validated using real system load testing 
data.   
2.2.1 Synchronous generator rating 
Table 2-1. Key parameters of a 190 kW synchronous generator  
Rated RMS line to neutral voltage  0.277 [KV] 
Rated RMS line current  0.360.8 [KA] 
Frequency  60 Hz 
Inertia constant  0.1619 [s] 
Armature time constant [Ta] 0.0212  [p.u] 
Unsaturated reactance[Xd]  2.7730 [p.u] 
Unsaturated transient reactance[Xd’] 0.2611 [p.u] 
Unsaturated transient reactance time(open)[Td0’] 1.7410 [s] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance[Xd’’] 0.1478 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance time(open)[Td0’’] 0.0044 [s] 
Unsaturated reactance[Xq] 1.6440 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance[Xq’’] 0.1710 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance time(open)[Tq0’’] 0.0046 [s] 
In the Fort Sill microgrid, two gas generators (Caterpillar G3406 generator set), 
each rated at 190 kW continuous and 240 kW standbys have been integrated. The key 
parameters of 190 kW continuous synchronous generators are given in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-2. Key parameters of a 1.2 MW synchronous generator 
Rated RMS line to neutral voltage  0.277 [KV] 
Rated RMS line current  2.26 [KA] 
Frequency  60 Hz 
Inertia constant  1 [s] 
Armature time constant[Ta] 0.032  [s] 
Unsaturated reactance[Xd]  2.65 [p.u] 
Unsaturated transient reactance[Xd’] 0.282 [p.u] 
Unsaturated transient reactance time(open)[Td0’] 2.6 [s] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance[Xd’’] 0.134 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance time(open)[Td0’’] 0.014 [s] 
Unsaturated reactance[Xq] 1.45 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance[Xq’’] 0.136 [p.u] 
Unsaturated sub transient reactance time(open)[Tq0’’] 0.008 [s] 
In the IEEE 34 bus microgrid, two synchronous generators, each rated at 1.2 MW 
continuous and 1.5 MW standbys have been added and the key parameters of a 1.5 MW 
synchronous generators are given in Table 2-2.  
2.2.2 Exciter Modeling  
The basic function of an excitation system is to provide direct current to the 
synchronous machine field winding. The excitation system must be able to 
automatically adjust the field current to maintain the required terminal voltage/reactive 
power. To study the behavior of a synchronous machine for the power system stability 
studies, it is essential that the excitation system of the machine is modeled with 
sufficient detail [74]. The developed model must be suitable for representing the actual 
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excitation equipment performance for large, severe disturbances as well as for small 
perturbations. The basic block diagram of an excitation control system is given in 
Figure 2-4. 
Automatic 
Voltage 
Regulator 
Amplifier Exciter
Synchronous 
Machine
Power 
System 
+_
REFV
CV
 
 Figure 2-4. Basic block diagram of an excitation control system 
On the basis of an excitation power source, IEEE Standard 421.5 recommends three 
distinctive types of excitation systems: DC type excitation systems, AC type excitation 
systems and static type excitation systems [74-77]. Due to the fairly small size of the 
machines used in both microgrids studied, the alternator supplied rectifier exciter 
(AC8B) has been chosen. 
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Figure 2-5. Block diagram of AC8B: Alternator-rectifier excitation system with digital 
control  
The block diagram of the AC8B model with AVR system is shown in Figure 2-5. 
The AVR in this model consists of a PID control, with separate constants for 
proportional, integral and derivative gains. The values of constants are chosen for the 
best performance for each particular generator excitation system. The amplifier 
amplifies the control signal from the AVR system to exciter level where, 
AK  is the 
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amplifier gain. In reality, the amplifier will have a time delay that can be represented 
by time constant 
AT  and usually it will be in the range of 0.02 to 0.1 second.   
It is also required to derive the transfer function of exciter field to complete the 
excitation system model. If 
ER  and EL  represent the resistance and inductance of the 
exciter field, then the exciter current equation can be written as follows: 
EEEER I
dt
d
LIRV   
(2-1) 
The exciter field current (
EDI ) produces voltage ( FDE ), which is the rectified 
armature voltage of the exciter given as follows:  
EDFD IKE 1  
(2-2) 
By replacing the field voltage in equation (2-1), the following equation can be written.  







11 K
E
dt
d
L
K
E
RV FDE
FD
ER
 
(2-3) 
R
E
E
FD V
sT
K
E


1
 
(2-4) 
Where, 
E
E
R
K
K 1  and 
E
E
E
R
L
T   
 
The exciter time 
ET  is in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 second. In Figure 2-5,  FDE ES  
represent exciter saturation function value at the corresponding exciter voltage
FDE .  
To get the closed-loop transfer function and design the exciter, it is necessary to 
establish a dynamic link between the field voltage and synchronous generator terminal 
voltage. It is also required to define the per unit system for exciter to connect them to 
per unit synchronous machine model. The obvious choice is to have 1.00 per unit 
exciter output voltage equal to the field voltage required to produce a rated synchronous 
machine armature terminal voltage on the air-gap line and 1.0 per unit exciter output 
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current is the corresponding synchronous machine field current. Under steady state 
conditions, per unit values of 
FDE and EDI  are equal. During a transient condition, 
however, 
FDE and EDI  differ. FDE  is determined by the excitation system and EDI  is 
determined by the dynamics of the field circuit. The open circuit transfer function of 
the generator is given by equation as follows:  
FD
d
t E
sT
V
0
'1
1

  
(2-5) 
According to IEEE standards and guide, it is requisite to meet certain dynamic 
performance criteria of an exciter control system. Small signal performance measures 
provides a means of evaluating the response to the closed-loop excitation control 
systems to incremental changes in system conditions. In addition, a small signal 
performance characteristic provides a convenient means for determining or verifying 
system model parameters for system studies. The major performance indices associated 
with time response are rise time, overshoot, and settling time, while indices associated 
with open-loop frequency response are the low frequency gain G, cross over frequency, 
phase margin and gain margin. However, the indices of interest associated with the 
closed-loop frequency response are the bandwidth and peak value. Generally accepted 
values of performance indices characterizing good feedback control system 
performance are given as follows: 
Gain margin ≥ 6 dB 
Phase margin ≥ 40 degrees 
Overshoot = 5-15% 
Peak magnitude=1.1-1.6 
A Matlab simulink and PID tuner available in Matlab has been used to design the 
AVR. However time constants of exciter and amplifiers are known. The Matlab 
simulink model used to tune the PID controller is shown in Figure 2-6. Based on the 
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controller performance benchmark and using the PID tuner, the parameters of the AVR 
system have been achieved and used to model the exciter system in PSCAD software. 
The step response of the exciter system including AVR system has been plotted in 
Figure 2-7. The achieved PID parameters are given as follows:  
KPR=1.0129,  
KIR=2.270138  
KDR=1.266049 and  
TDR=0.0020111. 
 
Figure 2-6. The Matlab simulink model used to tune a PID controller. 
 
Figure 2-7. Step response of a closed-loop excitation system. 
2.2.3 Natural Gas Turbine Modeling 
Gas turbines can be classified in the following three categories: 
(1) Aero derivative gas turbines: Power output from approximately 8 MW up to 
approximately 25 MW. 
(2) Light industrial gas turbines: Power output less than 10 MW  
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(3) Heavy industrial gas turbines: Power output greater than 25 MW. 
There are two gas turbine driving methods known as ‘single-shaft’ and ‘two shaft’ 
drives. In a single-shaft gas turbine, all of the rotating elements share a common shaft. 
The common elements between the two types of gas turbines are the air compressor, 
the compressor turbine and the power turbine. In the studied microgrid systems, single-
shaft light industrial gas turbines are used as distributed resources [72]. The basic 
arrangement of a single-shaft gas turbine is shown in Figure 2-8.  
Combustion 
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Air
Compressor
Power 
Turbine
G
Fuel
Air Exhaust
Drive
Shaft Generator
P1,V1,T1 P2,V2,T2
P3,V3,T3 P4,V4,T4
 
Figure 2-8. Basic arrangement of a single shaft gas turbine 
The basic control block diagram of a natural gas engine and the governor system is 
shown in Figure 2-9.  
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Figure 2-9. The detailed control system of a gas engine system. 
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The natural gas engine must be controlled in order to convert the power to useful 
work. The essential device called a governor, controls the speed or power output. To 
improve the speed response, an electronic control system is employed in the governor 
control system. The governor senses the speed of a prime mover and sends an electrical 
signal to the actuator to control the fuel to the engine to maintain its speed/load at the 
desired level. The gas engine, governor, and actuator are modeled with sufficient details 
and the governor controls are adjusted to meet the typical performance of the engine. 
The gain and time constant used in the governor model were adjusted until a reasonable 
response was obtained [78, 79]. 
2.2.4 Synchronization of generator  
The synchronization scheme has been implemented for a natural gas generator.  
Comparator
Output=1 if A<B
Output=0, if A>B0.05
X+_F NG
F BUS
Comparator
Output=1 if A<B
Output=0, if A>B0.05
+_Va NG
Va BUS
Comparator
Output=1 if A<B
Output=0, if A>B0.05
+_Vb NG
Vb BUS
Comparator
Output=1 if A<B
Output=0, if A>B0.05
+_Vc NG
Vc BUS
Phase
Difference Comparator
Output=1 if A<B
Output=0, if A>B2
Vabc NG
Vabc Bus
Signal to 
Breaker
X
X
X
X
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
 
Figure 2-10. Control logic behind the synchronization breaker. 
Figure 2-10 shows the controller logic behind a synchronization scheme. The three-
phase instantaneous voltage has been measured on the generator side as well as the 
grid/microgrid side. From instantaneous voltage, rms voltage, frequency and phase 
angle have been calculated. The reference voltage of the exciter is set to the 
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grid/microgrid voltage and the frequency of the generator is set in such a way that the 
frequency and phase angle of the generator match to the grid/microgrid frequency and 
phase angle. When the frequency difference is less than 0.1%, the voltage difference is 
less than 0.01 p.u and the phase angle difference is less than 2 degree, the breaker will 
be closed. Once, the breaker is closed, the generator will follow the active and reactive 
power references and set the power output.  
2.2.5 Results and Model Verification  
To verify the developed model, a load test has been done. In standalone mode, the 
step load has been applied to verify the dynamic behavior of the natural gas generator. 
Figure 2-11 shows the experimental and simulation frequency responses. A step load 
change of 50% of rated generator capacity is applied and reference frequency is set to 
59.7 Hz. The test result is for a 100 kW natural gas generator, which is used in the test 
setup explained in later in this dissertation. However, the simulation result is for a 190 
kW natural gas generator. ISO 8528 is the industry standards that has set transient 
response standard requirements for the generator sets. These standards specify a 
detailed description of load and unload steps and frequency deviations. The simulation 
response of a 190 kW generator meets the ISO 8528 standard and its response is similar 
to a 100 kW natural gas generator. However, due to difference in inertia constant and 
rated power, the frequency deviation in the case of 190 kW generators is slightly higher 
compared to a 100 kW natural gas generator. As shown in the experimental result, using 
a 100 kW generator, for 50% step load change, the frequency deviates approximately 
by 1.35 Hz and settling time is nearly 1.65 seconds. As shown in the simulation result, 
using a 190 kW generator, the frequency deviation is approximately 1.8 Hz and the 
settling time is nearly 2 seconds.  
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Figure 2-11. Frequency response to a 50% step change load, test result (above), simulation 
result (below). 
Figure 2-12 shows the active and reactive power dynamics when the active-reactive 
power control for the generator is applied. At 13th second, 100% power command with 
a power factor of 0.8 is applied. At 30th second, power command changes from 100% 
to 10%. 
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Figure 2-12. Active and reactive power dynamics of the natural gas generator. 
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2.3 Voltage Source Converter System 
In recent years, the field of power electronics has experienced significant growth 
due to advancement in semiconductor fabrication technology and revolutionary 
advances in digital signal processors. The power converter system facilitates the 
exchange of energy between two subsystems in a desired manner based on predefined 
performance criteria. The subsystems often have different voltage and current forms, 
different frequency, phase angle, and magnitude and it is not possible to directly 
interface with each other. A power electronics converter system provides an interface 
link between two different subsystems. 
The renewable energy and energy storage system utilize the Voltage Source 
Converter (VSC) system to interface them with a grid/microgrid. There are mainly two 
modes of operation, current mode and voltage mode. A current mode VSC system is 
important to extract maximum power from renewable energy resources. However, for 
an energy storage system, voltage mode is utilized in island mode operation and current 
mode is used in grid-tie mode as well as during loss of communication. The state vector 
modulation (SVM) technique has been implemented for the VSC system to provide the 
switching signal [80]. The details of the SVM technique, current mode VSC system, 
and voltage mode VSC system are given in the following sections. 
2.3.1 State Space Vector Modulation Technique 
The PWM switching signals for the VSC system can be generated by analogue or 
digital control electronics [81-84]. The major advantages of digital controls are 
stability, precision, flexibility and less computing time. By using the SVM technique, 
the calculation process can be simplified. In turn, computing time can be reduced; 
therefore better performance can be obtained.   
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Figure 2-13. Topology of a three-phase VSC system 
The topology of a three-phase two-level VSC system is shown in Figure 2-13. In 
the three-phase VSC system, the major constraint is that the switches of the same leg 
cannot be turned on together. This is to avoid short circuit of the input DC source. 
According to the given constraint, there are only eight possible switching patterns, 
which are shown in Figure 2-14. Six of eight topologies produce a non-zero output 
voltage and are known as non-zero switching states and the remaining two topologies 
produce zero output voltage and are known as zero switching states. 
Any three phase set of variables that add up to zero in the stationary a-b-c frame 
can be represented in a complex plane by a complex vector that contains a real and an 
imaginary component. The coordinate transformation from a-b-c to α-β is given by 
following equation (2-6). 
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Figure 2-14. Possible switching state topologies of a voltage source inverter  
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Figure 2-15. Space vector representation  
The three-phase line modulating signal (
abc
cv ) is received from the control system 
which controls the active and reactive power, or DC bus voltage or converter’s terminal 
voltage and frequency. The three-phase line modulating signal (
abc
cv ) is transformed 
into an α-β reference frame and can be represented by the complex vector

cc vv 

. For 
instance, if the line modulating signals are three-phase balanced sinusoidal waveforms 
with an amplitude equal to cvˆ  and angular frequency ω, the resulting modulating 
signals in the α-β reference frame become a vector of fixed amplitude equal to cvˆ  that 
rotates at frequency ω. Similar space vector transformation is also applied to the line 
voltages of eight states, which generate eight space vectors shown in Figure 2-15.  
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The objective of the SVM is to approximate the sinusoidal line modulating signal 
cv

with eight space vectors. In addition, if the modulating signal cv

is laying between 
two arbitrary vectors, only the nearest two nonzero vectors and one zero space vectors 
should be used to obtain the maximum load line voltage and to minimize the switching 
frequency. For instance, if the modulating vector cv

 is in section 1, it can be realized 
by 
1v

 and 
2v

 vectors and one zero vector 
Zv

  ( 7v

and 8v

 ). If vector 
1v

 is active for time
1T , 2v

 
is active for 
2T  and zero vector Zv

 for 
ZT  time, then the vector cv

 is active for 
ST
sampling time. The sampling time can be determined from the switching frequency. 
For sufficiently high switching frequency, cv

can be assumed constant during one 
switching period. Based on the discussion the following equation (2-7) should be true.  
zzsc TvTvTvTv **** 2211


 
(2-7) 
 Expressing the space vectors in equation (2-7) into rectangular coordinates, 
comparing real and imaginary parts on both sides and solving for 
1T  and 2T , equations 
should be written as follows:  






 

3
sin*ˆ*1 cs vTT
 
(2-8) 
 sin*ˆ*2 cs vTT   
(2-9) 
21 TTTT sz   
(2-10) 
Based on the selection of zero vectors and space vector sequences, there are 
different SVM algorithms available. The space vector sequence to be used should 
ensure load line voltages that feature quarter wave symmetry in order to reduce 
unwanted harmonics in their spectra. Zero vectors section should be done in order to 
reduce the switching frequency. To have the lowest Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), 
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the symmetric sequence SVM technique had been used. The switching waveform of the 
symmetric sequence SVM technique is shown in Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16. The phase gating signal in the symmetric SVM technique.  
2.3.2 Current Mode Voltage Source Converter  
The controlled objective of the current mode VSC system is to regulate the output 
active and reactive power of a converter. This class of VSC system has been utilized in 
renewable energy applications mainly with solar PV and full conversion topology of 
the wind energy system. The active and reactive power reference can be obtained from 
MPPT to extract maximum power from renewable energy resources [80, 85-87].  
In this mode of operation, the VSC line current is tightly regulated by a dedicated 
current control scheme through the VSC AC-side terminal voltage. Due to the current 
regulation scheme, the VSC is protected against over current conditions. Other 
advantages of the current mode control include robustness against variations in 
parameters of the VSC system and the AC system, better dynamic performance, and 
higher precision. The d-q reference frame is used for a control system due to the 
following features. The number of plants to be controlled is reduced from three to two. 
The decoupled control of the active and reactive power output of the converter is 
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possible. In addition, all of the control variables are DC quantities in the steady state. 
This feature very remarkably facilitates the compensator design.  
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Figure 2-17. Schematic diagram of the current mode VSC system. 
The schematic diagram of the current mode VSC system is shown in Figure 2-17. 
In the current mode VSC system, the line current is tightly regulated by a dedicated 
current control scheme, through the converter side AC voltage. The real and reactive 
powers are controlled by the angle and magnitude of the line current with respect to the 
terminal voltage. The VSC system is protected against over current because of this 
control scheme. The terminal voltage and line current are first transformed to the d-q 
frame. The active and reactive error signals are processed by a proportional-integral 
controller to generate the d-q reference current signals. The current error signals in d-q 
frame are processed by a PI controller to produce the control signals in the d-q frame. 
Finally, the control signals are transformed to the a-b-c frame and fed to the VSC system 
through the PWM technique. The SVM technique is used to generate the gating signals 
for switches [88].  
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Simulation tests have been conducted on an energy storage inverter in a current 
mode of operation. Figure 2-18 to Figure 2-21 show the active and reactive power of 
the energy storage inverter in the current mode. At 5th and 10th second, step change is 
applied in the power command.  
 
Figure 2-18. Active and reactive power simulation test results for a 500 kVA current mode 
VSC system, when a step active power command from 10% to 100% and to 10% is applied. 
 
Figure 2-19. Active and reactive power simulation test results for a 500 kVA current mode 
VSC system, when a step reactive power command from 10% to 100% and to 10 % is 
applied. 
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Figure 2-20. Active and reactive power simulation test results for a 500 kVA current mode 
VSC system, when a step active and reactive power command from 10% to 100% and to 10 
% is applied. 
 
Figure 2-21. Active and reactive power simulation test results for a 500 kVA current mode 
VSC system, when a step active and reactive power command from 10% to -100% and to 10 
% is applied. 
2.3.3 Voltage Mode Voltage Source Converter  
The controlled objective of the voltage mode VSC system is to regulate the 
amplitude and the frequency of the AC system. Unlike the current mode VSC system, 
the operating frequency and voltage are not imposed by the AC system, but are 
controlled by the VSC system itself. Hence, this class of VSC system is referred to as 
the voltage mode. It is assumed that the net DC side voltage is supported by a DC 
voltage source. In studied microgrid systems the energy storage system is used as a DC 
voltage source.  
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The main control objective of the voltage mode VSC system is to regulate the 
amplitude, frequency, and phasor angle of the load voltage in the presence of 
disturbances in the load current [85, 89]. The control of a VSC system typically 
involves tracking of sinusoidal commands. Since a sinusoidal signal is characterized by 
its amplitude and phase, the objective of voltage mode can be conveniently achieved 
through the space phasor concept.  
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 Figure 2-22. Schematic diagram of voltage mode VSC system 
Figure 2-22 shows the possible control schematic diagram of voltage mode VSC 
system [85, 90]. The coupling between Vd and Vq is eliminated by a decoupling feed 
forward compensation. The feed-forward compensation is similar to the one utilized to 
decoupled id and iq in a current controlled VSC system and possible to control Vd by 
idref and Vq by iqref. The current of voltage mode VSC system is dictated by the 
microgrid loads and power generation by other sources.  
The energy storage inverter is operated in current mode during grid-tie mode and 
operated in voltage mode during island mode. The main function of the voltage mode 
of the energy storage inverter is to create a voltage reference for the rest of the 
microgrid. Other sources, including natural gas generators and renewables must 
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synchronize with this voltage to deliver power.  A simulation test and experimental test 
have been conducted on the energy storage inverter during transition from current mode 
to voltage mode and the results are shown in Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-24. 
 
Figure 2-23. Simulation result; transition from grid-tie mode to island mode 
 
Figure 2-24. Experimental test result; transition from grid-tie mode to island mode 
As shown in Figure 2-23, at 34.998th second, the microgrid is islanded from the grid 
and the energy storage inverter is switched from current mode to voltage mode. The 
power from the grid becomes zero after the breaker is opened and the energy storage 
inverter picks up the microgrid load. The simulation result has been verified using 
experimental result. As shown in Figure 2-24, around 10:30:29 AM, 100 kW load has 
been added. Before 10:30:57 AM, the energy storage inverter is operated in current 
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mode and the active power command given to the energy storage system is 50 kW. At 
10:30:57 AM, the microgrid is islanded and the energy storage inverter is switched from 
current mode to voltage mode and takes the entire load except a small amount of power 
generated from renewable resources.  
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2.4 Energy storage System  
An energy storage system is a rapidly emerging approach to managing 
grid/microgrid systems [91]. Energy storage systems have the ability to provide 
multiple services such as electric supply capacity and energy time shift, ancillary 
services, distribution system support, customer cost management and higher renewable 
energy integration into an energy network. The integration of an energy storage system 
into a microgrid enhances the power security for critical loads by reducing the 
vulnerability of the local distribution system. The energy storage system enables higher 
penetration of renewables by protecting the stability of the energy network. An energy 
storage system is an essential device in a microgrid due to all of the benefits as 
described. Hence, it is very important to model the energy storage system with all key 
dynamics [92]. 250kW, 56kWh Li-ion battery storage is used for the Fort Sill microgrid 
system and a 250 kW, 500 kWh zinc bromide energy storage system have been added 
to the IEEE 34 bus microgrid system. 
The energy storage system is modeled using a simple controlled source in series 
with an internal resistance which is shown in Figure 2-25. The voltage of the controlled 
voltage source determined by SOC versus open circuit voltage (OCV) is given by the 
manufacturer for a specific battery or it can be derived from testing. The relationship 
between OCV and SOC can be represented by an nth order polynomial function in 
equation or can be represented into lookup table into simulation model [93-95]. In 
PSCAD software, a piece-wise linear look-up table can be defined, where the XY 
coordinate points can be specified. The input to this component will be the SOC of the 
energy storage system and the output will be the OCV, which is the voltage of 
controlled voltage source. Based on the output current from the energy storage system 
SOC is calculated as follows:  
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Figure 2-25. Equivalent circuit of the battery system  
2.4.1 Lithium-ion Battery Storage System  
A lithium-ion battery system is reliable and has high power performance, 
symmetrical charge and discharge capability, wider operational temperature 
capabilities, longer cycle life, and higher safety aspects [93]. The 250 kW, 56 kWh 
Altairnano battery storage system (PowerRack 320) has two parallel units and each unit 
has twenty 24 V 60 Ah battery modules in series. There are 10 battery cells in series in 
each battery module.  
The battery management system includes the Master Battery Monitoring Unit 
(BMU) which resides inside the Connection and Control Unit (CCU). The BMU 
monitors the battery system health and status of the system via the Local Battery 
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Management Units (LMU). The BMU controls cooling fans and contactors to operate 
the system in a coordinated and optimal manner. In addition the BMU communicates 
battery system status, alarms, and SOC to the energy storage inverter. Each battery 
module is supplied with a Local Monitoring Unit (LMU) that reports, to the BMU, each 
cell’s voltage and the module’s temperature. This accurately determines the module’s 
health and capacity for charging and discharging. In addition, at the direction of the 
BMU, the LMU balances the individual cells to maintain the best operating 
characteristics of the battery module. The key parameters of the battery system are 
shown below.  
Table 2-3. Key parameters of 250 kW, 56 kW Li-ion battery system  
Units in parallel 2 
Cells in series each unit 200 
Maximum voltage for system, V 580 
Maximum current for system, A 1200 
Maximum power for system, KW 417 
Maximum energy for system, KWh 56 
Cell charge capacity (Ah) 60 
Cells in series for a module 10 
Modules in series per string  20 
Strings of modules in parallel  2 
Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27 show the experimental discharging and charging 
curves of Power Rack 320 for a single unit. The discharge and charge rates are 100 kW 
at 300 C temperature. The charging and discharging curves are the same for the Li-ion 
battery system. 
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Figure 2-26. Discharging curve of one PowerRack 320. 
 
Figure 2-27. Charging curve of one PowerRack 320. 
 From the experimental charging and discharging curves a look-up is derived for the 
model and is used to derive the battery OCV.  To verify the simulation model, the 
simulation model has been run for 3600 second (i.e. 1 hour). The initial SOC of the 
battery is considered to be 100. The battery is continuously discharged by 60 A. Since 
the battery capacity is 60 Ah, battery must be completely discharged in 1 hours. Figure 
2-28 and Figure 2-29 show the simulation results while discharging the Li-ion battery 
by 60 A for 1 hour.  
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Figure 2-28. SOC of 60 Ah Li-ion battery system simulation model while discharging by 60 
A for 1 hour.  
 
Figure 2-29. Battery voltage of 60 Ah Li-ion battery system simulation model while 
discharging by 60 A for 1 hour.  
 Similarly, for a charging test, the battery is considered to be fully discharged and 
is charged by 60 A for 1 hour. Figure 2-30 and Figure 2-31 show the simulation results 
while discharging the Li-ion battery by 60 A for 1 hour. 
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Figure 2-30. SOC of a 60 Ah Li-ion battery system simulation model while charging by 60 A 
for 1 hour. 
 
Figure 2-31. Battery voltage of 60 Ah Li-ion battery system simulation model, while charging 
by 60 A for 1 hour. 
2.4.2 Zinc Bromide Energy storage system  
A zinc bromide energy storage system has high energy and power density, high 
efficiency and long life.  A 250 kW, 500 kWhr ZBB energy storage has been modelled. 
The energy storage can be discharged 250 KW continuously and 500 KW for 3 minutes.  
ZBB energy storage is modeled using actual system performance. A 25 kW, 50 
kWh zinc bromide energy storage system manufactured by the “ZBB Energy 
Corporation” has undergone a series of charging and discharging tests in order to find 
the SOC versus OCV curves [94, 96]. 10 modules of 50 kWh are used for a 500 kWh 
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energy storage system. Two parallel strings of five 50 kWh modules are connected in 
series. Hence, from the testing data of a 50 kWh module, the charging and discharging 
curves for a 250 kW, 500 kWh energy storage system are derived, these are shown in 
Figure 2-32 and Figure 2-33. 
 
Figure 2-32. Discharging curve of 500 kWhr ZBB energy storage system  
 
Figure 2-33. Charging curve of 500 kWhr ZBB energy storage system  
The current capacity of a ZBB energy storage system is 925 Ah and it can be 
discharge by 250 kW, which is approximately 462.5 A at nominal voltage. To verify 
the simulation model, the simulation model has been run for 7200 second (2 hours). 
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discharged by 462.5 A. Since the battery capacity is 925 Ah, the battery must be 
completely discharged in 2 hours. 
 
Figure 2-34. SOC of a ZBB battery system simulation model while discharging by 462.5 A 
for 2 hours.  
 
Figure 2-35. Battery voltage of a ZBB battery system simulation model while discharging by 
60 A for 2 hours.  
Figure 2-34 and Figure 2-35 shows the simulation results while discharging the 
ZBB battery by 462.5 A for 2 hours. Similarly, for a charging test, the battery is 
considered to be fully discharged and is charged by 462.5 A for 2 hours. Figure 2-36 
and Figure 2-37 show the simulation results while discharging the ZBB battery by 462.5 
A for 2 hours. 
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Figure 2-36. SOC of a ZBB battery system simulation model while charging by 462.5 A for 2 
hours.  
 
Figure 2-37. Battery voltage of a ZBB battery system simulation model while charging by 
462.5 A for 2 hours.  
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2.5 Wind Turbine Generator  
The wind energy system with full conversion configuration is modeled in PSCAD 
[97, 98]. The topology of the turbine is shown in Figure 2-38.  
PMSG GRID/
MICROGRID
 
Figure 2-38. Wind turbine with full scale converter connected to the grid/microgrid. 
The converter is operated in current mode and is configured to provide flexible 
active and reactive power [99, 100]. A wind turbine extracts kinetic energy from the 
swept area of the blades. The power in the wind can be described as follows:   
2 31 1P = ( )
2 2
w Av v Av 
 
(2-12) 
Where, 
Pw (Watts): Power in the wind 
ρ (kg/m3): Air density (1.225kg/m3 at 15°C and 1 atm.) 
A (m2): The swept area of the turbine blades 
v(m/s): Wind speed normal to A 
Although equation (2-12) provides the available power in the wind, the power 
captured by the wind turbine is less due to a power coefficient of CP [101-103]. Power 
extracted by the blades is given by the equation (2-13) and the power coefficient of CP 
is provided by equation (2-14). 
31 .
2
b PP Av C  
(2-13) 
)1)(1(2/1 2 PC  
(2-14) 
Where, λ is the ratio of down wind speed over upwind and is given by vvd / . 
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The above equations have been implemented in PSCAD software to model a wind 
turbine. Measured wind speed data near city of Milwaukee has been used to calculate 
the wind power [104]. A Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm has been 
implemented. The sample wind speed and wind turbine power for a period of 24 hours 
for a 2.5 kW wind turbine generator are shown in Figure 2-39. 
 
 
Figure 2-39. Sample wind speed (above) and wind power profile (below). 
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2.6 Solar PV Generator  
Solar PV distributed generation systems are one of the fastest growing types of 
renewable energy sources being integrated worldwide. To integrate such solar farms 
with the grid/microgrid, a thorough technical study is required in terms of their effects 
on system voltage, power quality, response to faults and short circuit contributions. 
Hence, solar PV must be modelled with sufficient details [105].  
GRID/
MICROGRID
  
Figure 2-40. Solar PV system with inverter connected to the grid/microgrid 
Figure 2-40 shows the schematic diagram of a solar PV generator. The inverter is 
modeled as a current source connected to the microgrid/grid. Maximum Power Point 
Tracking (MPPT) for the panels was developed and simulated [106, 107]. The solar PV 
array is modelled using an electrical equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2-41. 
scI
dI shI
Isr
R
shRdV




V
 
Figure 2-41. PV cell equivalent circuit 
An electrical equivalent circuit contains a current source anti-parallel with a diode, 
a shunt resistance and a series resistance [108]. The DC current I, generated when the 
cell is exposed to light, varies linearly with solar irradiance. The current Id through the 
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anti-parallel diode is responsible for nonlinear I-V characteristics of the PV cell which 
is shown in Figure 2-42. 
scI
ocV
I
V
Maximum 
Power 
Point
 
Figure 2-42. PV cell typical I-V characteristic  
The basic equation that characterizes the solar cell I-V relationship can be derived 
from the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2-41. Kirchhoff’s current equation for a PV 
cell equivalent circuit is given by the following equation (2-15).  
shdsc IIII   
(2-15) 
After substituting relevant expressions for the diode current Id and the shunt 
resistance current Ish into equation (2-15), DC current I is represented by following 
equation. 





 











 

sh
sr
c
sr
sc
R
IRV
qkT
IRV
III 1
/
exp0

 
Where, 
η = diode ideality factor  
k = Boltzmann constant  
q = electron charge  
(2-16) 
Isc is the photo current and it is a function of solar radiation on the plan of the solar 
cell G and the cell temperature Tc, which is given by the following equation (2-17). 
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  cRcT
R
scRsc TT
G
G
II  1  
(2-17) 
In equation (2-17), IscR is the short circuit current at the reference solar radiation GR 
and the reference cell temperature TcR. In equation (2-16), the current I0 is called the 
dark current and is a function of cell temperature and given by the following equation 
(2-18). 





















nk
qe
TTT
T
II
g
ccRcR
c
R
11
exp
3
3
00  
Where, 
eg = band gap energy of the solar cell material   
I0R = dark current at the reference temperature 
(2-18) 
All of the constants can be determined from the manufacture’s specifications of the 
PV modules and from the I-V curves. A PV array is composed of series and parallel 
connected modules and the single cell circuit can be scaled up to represent any 
series/parallel combination. Based on the above equations, PV cell model has been 
implemented [104]. Figure 2-43 shows 90 kW solar PV power profile for a bright day, 
cloudy day and the worst power fluctuation during a one-month period.   
 
 Figure 2-43. 90 kW solar PV power day profile for a bright day, cloudy day, and the worst 
power fluctuation during a one-month period. 
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Chapter 3 Virtual Droop Control Framework 
3.1 Introduction 
Natural droop control method has been proposed in many literatures to regulate the 
voltage and frequency in a microgrid in an island mode of operation. The voltage and 
frequency are drooped naturally to contribute active and reactive power to the load. A 
new framework for microgrid control and power management is proposed. In the 
proposed VDC framework, the power sharing is performed between various sources 
while the system frequency and voltage remain constant. By tightly regulating voltage 
and frequency, the reconnection mechanism to grid, from an island mode, becomes 
easier and faster. The proposed framework offers improved efficiency, better utilization 
of renewable energy and minimization of natural gas generator use by unit commitment 
method. The proposed control will provide the capability to operate a microgrid in case 
of lost communication or any sabotage on communication network.  
During island mode of operation, in a virtual droop control, the energy storage 
inverter is operated in a voltage mode and the natural gas generators are operated in 
active/reactive power control mode. However, wind and PV inverters are operated in a 
current mode. This means that energy storage inverter provides a voltage with a 
magnitude of 1 p.u. and frequency of 60Hz. Other sources, including natural gas 
generators and renewables must synchronize with this voltage to deliver power. All the 
sources in a microgrid communicate with each other using TCP/IP Modbus secure 
communication protocol.  
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3.2 Unit Commitment Algorithm 
A unit commitment strategy is applied for the natural gas generators to increase the 
efficiency, reduce the carbon dioxide emission and reduce the fuel consumption. For 
various levels of loads and the SOC of the energy storage, none, one, or both of the 
generators are synchronized to supply power.  
In the developed unit commitment algorithm, there are two levels of priority. The 
primary level of priority is SOC of energy storage and the secondary level of priority is 
microgrid load. The primary decision is made based on the SOC of the energy storage. 
If the SOC of the energy storage is in the defined range then the secondary decision is 
made based on the microgrid load to improve overall efficiency.  
There are total three modes of operation in unit commitment algorithm as shown 
below.   
Mode 1: Only energy storage provides power to the system.  
Mode 2: Energy storage and natural gas generator 1 provide power to the system. 
Mode 3: Energy storage and both natural gas generators provide power to the system.  
Mode 1: Only energy storage provides power to the 
system. 
Mode 3: Energy storage and both the Natural gas 
generator provides power to the system. 
Mode 1
and 
SOC<SOCL1%
Load>PM12 kW & 
SOC< SOCH1%
SOC>SOCH1%
 SOC>SOCH2%
Mode 2
and 
SOC<SOCL2%
NG1
ON
NG1
ON
NG1
OFF
NG2
ON
NG2
ON
NG2
OFF
Load>PM23 kW & 
SOC< SOCH2%
Mode 2: Energy storage and natural gas generator 1 
provide power to the system.
 
Figure 3-1. Unit commitment algorithm as part of virtual droop control to increase efficiency. 
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Details of the unit commitment procedure are shown in Figure 3-1. As mentioned 
earlier, all the sources in a microgrid communicate with each other using TCP/IP 
Modbus secure communication protocol. The active and reactive power output of all 
the source are measured and are broadcasted over TCP/IP Modbus. The energy storage 
inverter is received all the measured active and reactive power. Energy storage inverter 
also receives the SOC measurement from the energy storage. From all measured 
powers, the system active load has been calculated based on the following equation. 
ESNGNGload PPPP  21  
(3-1) 
If the system load is less than PM12 kW and the SOC of energy storage is greater 
than SOCH1 %, then the energy storage supplies the total microgrid load and natural gas 
generators are off to improve efficiency and reduce the chances to overcharge the 
energy storage. In this mode, if the system load exceeds PM12 kW and if the SOC of 
energy storage is less than SOCH1 %, natural gas generator 1 is turned on to provide 
power. However, if the system load is less than PM12 kW but the SOC of energy storage 
is less than SOCL1 %, then in order to charge the energy storage, the natural gas 
generator 1 is connected, and the system moves to mode 2.  Once the system is in mode 
2, it can move to mode 1 only if the SOC is increased to above SOCH1 %.  
While in mode 2, if the system load is increased to above PM23 kW and SOC of the 
energy storage is less than SOCH2 %, then generator 2 will turn on and moves the system 
to mode 3. In addition, when the total load is less than PM23 kW but the SOC is less than 
SOCL2 %, then the system still moves from mode 2 to 3. Once the system is in mode 3, 
it can move to mode 2 only if the SOC is increased to above SOCH2 %.  
The parameters of the unit commitment algorithms are selected based on the past 
load profiles, weather forecasting and size and type of energy storage used in a 
microgrid. To increase the life of energy storage it is necessary to operate it into linear 
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operating region of OCV-SOC curve of energy storage. It is also required to consider 
the generator starting and synchronization time and miss sync while selecting the unit 
commitment parameters.  
Based on all these criteria, the parameters selected for unit commitment algorithm 
for the Fort Sill microgrid system is given in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1. Unit commitment algorithm parameters for the Fort Sill microgrid   
PM12  80 kW 
SOCL1 50% 
SOCH1 90% 
PM23  270 kW 
SOCL2 40% 
SOCH2 80% 
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3.3 Virtual Droop Control 
To regulate the active and reactive power output of the sources, a virtual frequency 
and voltage are created. The active power load of the microgrid determines the virtual 
frequency from virtual droop curve. The droop curve is defined between microgrid 
active power load and virtual frequency. The virtual frequency will determine the active 
power commands for natural gas generators from a droop relationship, defined between 
the virtual frequency and active power command of each source. The same concept 
applies to system voltage. A virtual voltage is determined according to reactive power 
load. The virtual voltage will determine the reactive power command for natural gas 
generators from a droop relationship, defined between the virtual voltage of the system 
and reactive power command of each source.  
It should be noted that since energy storage inverter is placed in a voltage mode, it 
supplies the difference between load active and reactive power and other sources in the 
microgrid. It behaves as a slack bus in a power system concept. Power commands of 
natural gas generators are updated only when load variation is greater than defined 
value. Load variation less than defined value is taken care of by the energy storage 
inverter.  
Virtual frequency and voltage slopes can be define for different modes by user for 
different microgrid architecture. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 shows the slope curve for 
mode n and m generator. PLmax and QLmax are the total active power load and reactive 
power load of a microgrid. For mode n and generator m, the parameters P1 to P4 and 
Q1 to Q4 are defined by the user. 
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Figure 3-2. Generalized droop curve between active power load and virtual frequency. 
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Figure 3-3. Generalized droop curve between reactive power load and virtual voltage. 
The virtual frequency and virtual voltage has been calculated based on microgrid 
load at any instance during microgrid operation, which are shown in equation (3-2) and 
(3-3). 
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The slope between virtual frequency versus generator active power command and 
virtual voltage versus generator reactive power command are predefined by the user 
and generalized slopes are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. From virtual frequency 
and voltage, the power command for generator m in mode n are calculated as shown in 
equation (3-4) and (3-5). 
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Figure 3-4 shows the control flow diagram of microgrid controller during island 
mode and when communication presents.  
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Figure 3-4. Control flow diagram of microgrid controller in island mode 
Since there are two natural gas generators in the Fort Sill microgrid configuration, 
the total unit commitment mode of operations are three. In mode 1, both generators are 
off, so the power command for both generators are zero. In virtual frequency and 
voltage droop curves (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3), for mode 2 and 3, 
1P  to 4P  , Q1 to 
Q4, 1vF to 2vF  and 1vV to 4vV  are required to define based on the generator and energy 
storage system ratings. Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 shows the voltage and 
frequency curves for mode 1, 2 and 3 respectively for the fort sill microgrid. The 
selected virtual droop curve parameters are mentioned in the droop curves.  
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Figure 3-5. Virtual frequency and voltage droop curves for mode 1, when only energy storage 
proves power in island mode for the Fort Sill microgrid. 
As shown in Figure 3-5, in mode 1 only energy storage provides power. According 
to the unit commitment algorithm, if the microgrid load is greater than 80 kW but the 
SOC of energy storage is also greater than 90% than the microgrid operates into 
discharging region of mode 1. However, if the SOC of energy storage is less than 90% 
but greater than 40% and the microgrid load is less than 80 kW than the microgrid 
operates in operating region of mode 1.  
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Figure 3-6. Virtual Frequency and voltage droop curves for mode 2, when energy storage and 
one generator provide power in island mode for the Fort Sill microgrid.  
As shown in Figure 3-6, in mode 2, there are total three region: charging region, 
operating region and discharging region. If the microgrid load is above 80 kW and the 
SOC of the energy storage is between 40-90%, then microgrid operates into operating 
region of mode 2. If microgrid load becomes less than 80 kW but SOC is less than 90% 
then microgrid operates into charging region. The microgrid operates into discharging 
region of mode 2, if microgrid load is greater than 270 kW, but SOC of the energy 
storage greater than 80%.  
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Figure 3-7. Virtual Frequency and voltage droop curves for mode 3, when energy storage and 
both generators provide power in island mode for the Fort Sill microgrid. 
Figure 3-7 shows the virtual frequency and voltage droop curves for mode 3 of unit 
commitment. Mode 3 is divided into two region: operating region and charging region. 
The microgrid operated into operating region of mode 3 if SOC of energy storage in 
less than 80% and microgrid load is greater than 270 kW. Once the microgrid moves 
into case 3, it can transit to move 2 only if SOC of the energy storage becomes greater 
than 80%. If the load is less than 270 kW and SOC is less than 40% than microgrid 
operates into charging region of mode 3.   
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3.4 Comparisons between VDC and Natural Droop Control  
Detailed comparison between proposed VDC and natural droop control for the Fort 
Sill microgrid system has been performed in this section. In the system modeling, 24 
hours load profile, wind profile and solar PV radiation profile are scaled down to 2400 
simulation second. Hence, each 100 simulation second represents 1 hour. Same profiles 
are used in simulation of VDC and natural droop control method. The active power 
outputs, the reactive power outputs and voltages of all the sources and frequency of 
microgrid are plotted for comparison. The energy output of both generators and energy 
storage are also plotted for efficiency comparison. In addition, the fuel usages of natural 
gas (cubic-feet) are also calculated for both methods.  
 
Figure 3-8. Active load profile for the microgrid. 
 Figure 3-8 shows the active load profile of the fort sill microgrid used for 
analysis. Fuel Consumption for engine G3406 is given in the data sheet for 100%, 75% 
and 50% load. The data is extrapolated and fuel consumption v/s load curve is derived 
to calculate the fuel consumption, which is shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9. Extrapolated fuel consumption curve of 190 kW generator. 
a. Natural droop control method  
The droop curves for natural droop control method are provided in Figure 3-10. In 
natural droop control, the energy storage system’s active and reactive power are 
adjusted based on the system voltage and frequency. However, generator’s voltage and 
frequency are adjusted according to their active and reactive power. 
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Figure 3-10. Frequency and voltage droop curves for natural droop method. 
For 24 hours, the active power at energy storage, natural gas generators, solar PV 
and wind are shown in Figure 3-11. The reactive power at energy storage and natural 
gas generators are also shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-11. Active power at energy storage, natural gas generator 1 and 2, solar PV and 
wind; when natural droop control method is applied.   
 
Figure 3-12. Reactive power at energy storage, natural gas generator 1 and 2; when natural 
droop control method is applied.   
As shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, after at 0 hour the islanding occurred and 
energy storage inverter picks up the system load. After few seconds, both generators 
are started and synchronized and droop control is active. Once the droop mode is 
activated, both the natural gas generators and energy storage inverter adjust the voltage 
and frequency based on their output power and predefined curves.  Since the droop 
curves and rating of both generators are the same, they share equal amount of active 
and reactive power. The maximum active and reactive power output from both 
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generators are 136 kW and 92.00 kVAR respectively and the minimum active and 
reactive power output from both generators are 60 kW and 30 kVAR which is quite less 
than their power rating. Hence, they are operating at lower efficiency compared with 
their nominal efficiency. 
As shown in Figure 3-13, the voltages vary between 0.95 p.u. to 1.05 p.u based on 
the system reactive load. In the afternoon, the solar PV power increases, which keeps 
the voltages little higher, otherwise it would have been lower than showed in graph. 
 
 
Figure 3-13. Voltage at energy storage device, natural gas generators, solar PV and wind; 
when natural droop control method is applied 
Figure 3-14 shows that the frequency of the Fort Sill microgrid while operated in 
natural droop control in an island mode. Due to the large fluctuations in power output 
of renewables, the frequency cannot be in the specific range (59.5 to 60.5 Hz) defined 
by IEEE 1547. For the given solar PV, wind and load profiles, the frequency varies 
between 59 HZ to 60.5 HZ.  The power sharing is based on the system frequency, so 
the power output of natural gas generators constantly changes. 
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Figure 3-14. The Fort Sill microgrid frequency, when natural droop control method is applied.  
The energy outputs of both generators are in shown in Figure 3-15 and 
charging/discharging energy at energy storage is shown in Figure 3-16. It is observed 
that the discharging energy from the energy storage at one instance reaches to almost 
1 MWh. It means the selected 56 kWh energy storage is too small for natural droop 
control method and the microgrid operation fails. For selected droop curve of energy 
storage, the required size of the energy storage is near 1 MWh, which is way higher 
than 56 kWh. In addition, the energy provided by each natural gas generator after 24 
hours of microgrid operation in island mode is 2.6 MWh.  
 
Figure 3-15. Energy output of natural gas generators; when natural droop control method is 
applied 
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Figure 3-16. Charging/discharging energy of energy storage; when natural droop control 
method is applied. 
The fuel consumption of both natural gas generators are shown in Figure 3-17. 
After 24 hours of operation in an island mode, while natural droop control method is 
applied, the natural gas consumption of each natural gas generator is 139.2 cubic-feet. 
Since both generators are of same rating and share equal power, the fuel consumptions 
are same. The total fuel consumption in 24 hours is 278.4 cubic-feet. 
 
Figure 3-17. Fuel consumption of both natural gas generator; when natural droop control 
method is applied.  
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b. Virtual droop control method  
In case of VDC method, as soon as the PCC breaker opens, unit commitment 
algorithm activates and decides the turn on-off operation of the natural gas generators 
based on the SOC of the energy storage and the microgrid load. Figure 3-18 shows the 
microgrid load profile and active power at energy storage device, at natural gas 
generators, at solar PV and at wind turbine. Figure 3-19 shows the SOC of the energy 
storage system. 
 
Figure 3-18. Microgrid load and active power at energy storage device, natural gas generator 
1 and 2, solar PV and wind turbine; when VDC control method is applied. 
 
Figure 3-19. SOC of the energy storage system. 
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  As shown in Figure 3-18, the PCC breaker has been opened at 0 hours and energy 
storage provided almost entire microgrid load, accept power generated from 
renewables. Hence, the SOC of the energy storage has been dropped quickly. Since, the 
microgrid load is above 80 kW and also the SOC has been dropped below 50%, the 
natural gas generator 1 is turned on.  As shown in Figure 3-18, at 13.734th minutes, at 
generator 1 is synchronized and the system operated in operated region of mode 2.  
Since the SOC of energy storage is dropped below 40%, at 16.248th minutes, the second 
generator is synchronized and microgrid enters in case 3. However, the microgrid load 
is below 270 kW, hence microgrid operates into charging region of mode 3. The 
generator 2 is disconnected at 40.83th minute, as SOC of the energy storage reaches 
80% and microgrid again enters in mode 2.  
At 6 hours and 16.92th minute, the generator 2 is again connected to charge energy 
storage as the SOC of energy storage dropped below 40%. After the energy storage 
charge up to 80%, the generator 2 is disconnected at 6 hours and 55.74 minutes. At 7 
hours and 26.82th minute, the generator 2 is again connected to charge energy storage 
as the SOC of energy storage dropped below 40%. Since the energy storage is small, 
sometimes, it is quickly discharges, so generator 2 is required to connect to charge the 
energy storage. However, after 8 hours, the microgrid load is above 270 kW, hence 
generator 2 remained connected. From 8 hour and 19 minute to 21 hours and 30 minute, 
microgrid operated in various region of mode 3. At 21 hour and 30 minute, generator 2 
is disconnected and microgrid moves to mode 1 and remained in mode 2 till 24th hours. 
Figure 3-20 shows the reactive power at energy storage system and generator 1 and 
2; when VDC control method is applied. When generator is connected, it provides the 
reactive power according to predefined virtual droop curves. 
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Figure 3-20. Reactive power at energy storage, natural gas generator 1 and 2; when VDC 
control method is applied.   
Natural gas generators are operated very close to the rated active and reactive 
power. The maximum active and reactive power of the natural gas generator 1 are 190 
kW and 142.5 kVAR, respectively, while for natural gas generator 2, the maximum 
output power is at 190 kW and 138 kVAR. The minimum active power output from of 
generator 1 is 90 kW for very short period of time. However, the minimum active power 
output of generator 2 is 80 kW.  
 
Figure 3-21. Voltage at energy storage device, natural gas generators, solar PV and wind; 
when VDC control method is applied. 
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Figure 3-21 shows the system voltages at energy storage, natural gas generators, 
solar PV and wind turbine; when VDC control method is applied. The voltages at DGs 
and energy storage remain very close to 1 p.u. The solar PV terminal voltage is little 
higher when it produces the power. However, the voltages at all DGs and energy storage 
are within specific range defined by IEEE 1547. Microgrid frequency remains at 60 Hz 
during island mode for VDC method, as shown in Figure 3-22. 
 
Figure 3-22. Microgrid frequency; when VDC control method is applied. 
The energy outputs of both generators are shown in Figure 3-23 and 
charging/discharging energy at energy storage is shown in Figure 3-24. The energy 
provided by natural gas generator 1 and 2 after 24 hours of microgrid operation in island 
mode are 4.259 MWh and 1.829 MWh. It is observed that the discharging energy from 
the energy storage never cross 0.056 MWh. It means the selected 56 kWh energy 
storage is sufficient for microgrid operation in island mode; when VDC control method 
is applied.  
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Figure 3-23. Energy output of natural gas generators; when VDC control method is applied 
 
Figure 3-24. Charging/discharging energy of energy storage; when VDC control method is 
applied. 
The fuel consumption of both natural gas generators are shown in Figure 3-25. 
After 24 hours of operation in an island mode; when VDC control method is applied, 
the natural gas consumption of natural gas generator 1 and 2 are 136.9 cubic-feet and 
87.44 cubic-feet respectively. The total fuel consumption in VDC control method for 
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control method compare to natural droop control method is 54.06 cubic-feet, which 
proves that the VDC control method improves the microgrid efficiency. 
 
Figure 3-25. Fuel consumption of both natural gas generator; while natural droop control 
method is applied. 
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3.3 Operation without Communication  
Even though the proposed control methodology uses secure communication, it is 
necessary to study the microgrid in case of lost communication. The proposed control 
framework provides the means to transfer the control from VDC to natural droop and 
operate without the communication. Energy storage inverter plays very important role 
in this control transfer. Figure 3-26 shows the control flow diagram of control transfer 
process.   
During normal operation, microgrid operates according to VDC control method and 
unit commitment algorithm. Once communication loss is detected, each DG including 
the energy storage, operate according to the last image of the system. For instance, 
natural gas generator 1 has the last power output information of generator 2 and energy 
storage inverter. From the last information on all the sources, each generator decides 
their ID based on predefined criteria. The same criteria are used for all the generators 
to avoid any conflict between the generators' ID numbers. Each DGs and ES inverter 
have real time clock, which provides a tick signal at every 2 second. 
 In communication lost event, based on a tick signal the system control transfer 
process can be initialized. Before starting the transfer process, each source, hold till 
next tick signal to avoid any undesired situation. All the sources check frequency and 
voltage and if they are at rated values, the generator with ID number 1 becomes the 
master and it will switch its control from active/reactive power control mode to 
voltage/frequency control. At the same tick signal, the energy storage inverter will 
switch to current mode from voltage mode. The other generator remains in the 
active/reactive power control mode. 
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Figure 3-26.  Control flow diagram of “Control Transfer Process” (a) at energy storage 
inverter (b) at Natural gas generators. 
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Based on the current generator ID and the corresponding last power output of that 
generator, energy storage will move its power up or down with a predefined slope. As 
the power from the energy storage inverter changes, the output power of master 
generator will also change because the master generator is in voltage/frequency control 
mode and moves towards the natural droop operating point. Once the master generator 
reaches this point, it will switch its control from voltage/frequency control to droop 
control.  Since the other generator and energy storage inverter does not know the status 
of the master generator, energy storage inverter keeps moving up or down. Since the 
master generator is already in droop mode, the frequency and voltage will change. 
When frequency changes 0.2 Hz from nominal frequency of 60 Hz, the second 
generator and energy storage will come to know that master generator is in droop mode. 
Energy storage inverter moves its power in reverse direction and brings the frequency 
back to 60 Hz and wait for the next tick signal.  
At the next tick signal, the generator with ID number 2 becomes master and 
switches its control from active/reactive power control to voltage/frequency control. 
Energy storage inverter repeats the same procedure to move the second generator to its 
droop curve operating point. Once all the generators switch their controls to droop 
control, energy storage slowly moves its power up/down and finds its own droop curve. 
The changes in load during control transfer process can delay the process. However it 
will not impact the operation of the microgrid, since at least one source will be in 
voltage mode during the entire process.  
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Figure 3-27. Transfer controls from VDC to natural droop control for Fort sill microgrid  
An example of the operation can be described for fort sill microgrid when 
considering that the microgrid load is 400 kW and the communication is lost between 
the sources. As shown in Figure 3-27 , the last image is that the generator 1 provides 
190 kW, generator 2 provides 180 kW and energy storage provides 30 kW. Since both 
generators' powers are above the natural droop curves, energy storage inverter has to 
increase its power output in order to bring the generators to the natural droop curves. 
Natural gas generator 1 is assigned ID 1 and generator 2 is assigned ID 2. Figure 3-28 
shows the frequency and active powers of energy storage and generators during control 
transfer process. 
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Figure 3-28. Microgrid frequency (above), Active power at PCC, energy storage, natural gas 
generator 1 and 2(below); during the transition from VDC to natural droop.  
At point A, generator 1 switches its control from active/reactive power control to 
voltage/frequency control and energy storage switches to current mode. Energy storage 
inverter increases its power output to bring the generator 1 to the droop curve. At point 
B, generator 1 reaches at the droop curve and switches its control to natural droop 
control. At point C, frequency changes by 0.2 Hz and the second generator and energy 
storage come to realize that generator 1 is switched to droop control. At point C, the 
second generator becomes master and moves its control from active/reactive power 
control to voltage/frequency control. At point D, the second generator also reaches at 
the droop curve operating point and switches its control to droop control. At point E, 
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all other sources come to know that generator 2 is operating in the droop mode. Then 
energy storage inverter changes its power output and at point F it switches its control 
to droop control. After all the sources switch to droop control, the microgrid can operate 
autonomously without communication.  
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3.4 Experimental Setup for the VDC concept  
In order to experimentally verify the techniques developed in this paper, an 
experimental test setup has been built. The schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 
3-29 and pictures of component used for the experiment are shown in Figure 3-30. 
 
100kW NG 
Gen
G
800A
Battery 
Bank 1
Battery 
Bank 2
208 V/480 V
260 KVA
250 kW 
SMAX
Inverter
100 kW 
Load 
Bank 
SEL Relay
450 A
450 AContactor
Altairnano 
250 kW  
Figure 3-29. The schematic of the experimental test setup. 
A SEL 849 relay has been used to measure the microgrid load and send data to 
storage inverter using TCP/IP Modbus secure communication protocol. WT1600 power 
meter is used to measure power, voltage and frequency. A 100 kW natural gas generator 
and a 250 kW storage inverter are used for the experimental setup. The rating of each 
unit of Altairnano power battery is 125 kW and one of the units is used at a time.   
Once the generator is synchronized with the microgrid inverter, a 35 kW power 
command is given to the generator.  Any change in the load is taken care of by the 
energy storage inverter since the inverter is operating in a voltage mode. Figure 3-31 
shows the load, active power of natural gas generator and energy storage. Figure 3-32 
shows the microgrid voltage and frequency when VDC is applied. Larger variations in 
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frequency compared with the modeling results occur due to existence of a low pass 
filter on the slew rate of the energy storage inverter.  
       
(a)                                                (b) 
       
(c)                                                (d) 
       
(e)                                                (f) 
Figure 3-30.  (a) SEL 849 rely to measure total load and send data to microgrid  inverter  
using MODBUS TCP/IP (b) WT1600 power meter to measure the powers, frequency and 
voltages (c) 100 kW load bank (d) Altairnano energy storage  (e) SMAX inverter connected 
to energy storage (f) 100 kW natural gas generator 
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Figure 3-31. Active Power at Natural gas generator, Energy storage and load; experiment 
results 
 
 
Figure 3-32. Microgrid frequency (above), Microgrid voltage (below); experiment results.  
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3.5 Deployment of VDC technique in Actual Fort Sill 
Microgrid  
The proposed VDC technique has been deployed to the actual fort sill microgrid in 
Oklahoma and successfully tested. In the field, Red Lion meter monitors the voltage, 
frequency and active power output of utility, energy storage, generator 1, generator 2, 
and renewables. Figure 3-33 shows active power of utility, energy storage inverter, 
generator 1, generator 2 and renewables. Figure 3-34shows the measured frequency at 
utility, energy storage inverter, generator 1, generator 2 and renewable source.  
Figure 3-35 shows the measured RMS voltage at utility, energy storage inverter, 
generator 1, generator 2 and renewables.  
 
Figure 3-33. Active Power of utility, energy storage inverter, generator 1, generator 2 and 
renewables; successful test of generator 2 synchronization (Courtesy: Eaton Corporation).  
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Figure 3-34. Frequency at utility, energy storage inverter, generator 1, generator 2 and 
renewable source (Courtesy: Eaton Corporation).    
 
Figure 3-35. RMS voltage at utility, energy storage inverter, generator 1, generator 2 and 
renewables (Courtesy: Eaton Corporation).    
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operation. The energy storage system supports almost entire chiller load accept small 
power generated by solar PV after islanding. Generator 1 is commanded to start after 
30 second of islanding. Once the generator 1 is synchronized and the breaker is closed. 
The power command is determined from predefined virtual droop curves. Generator 2 
is commanded to start after 60 second of islanding. Generator 2 is successfully 
synchronized and started providing power according to the power command. The time 
sequence of the test is shown in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-2. Time sequence of the test  
Time  Event 
8:57:22 AM  Unintentional islanding occurred. 
8:57:52 AM  Generator 1 is commanded to start. 
8:58:02 AM  Generator 1 is synchronized and started delivering power. 
8:58:22 AM  Generator 2 is commanded to start 
8:58:40 AM  Generator 2 is synchronized and started delivering power. 
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Chapter 4  Islanding and Reconnection 
Operations of Microgrid 
Both types of microgrid islanding, intentional and unintentional, are studied in this 
chapter. Intentional islanding may occur due to scheduled grid outage or maintenance 
issues. Unintentional islanding is a more complex case and may be required due to grid 
faults, unscheduled outages, and voltage or/and frequency transients [65, 67, 68, 109]. 
Since Energy storage inverter is always connected to the system, it is playing key role 
during islanding. Simulation results are provided for the Fort Sill microgrid system. 
4.1 Unintentional Islanding  
 When the main grid is lost or breaker at the PCC opens to prevent DGs from the 
faults at main grid, the unintentional islanding occurs, and the microgrid is exposed to 
voltage and frequency variations. To prevent large voltage and frequency transients 
during unintentional islanding, power has to supply immediately to microgrid load by 
the dispatchable power sources, which requires them to operate in voltage control 
mode. Since the natural gas generators are off-line during grid-connected and also 
renewables are in current mode, the energy storage system becomes the only power 
source to adjust the power flow during unintentional islanding.  
 Figure 4-1 to Figure 4-3 shows active power, reactive power and voltage at PCC 
terminal and at the energy storage during the transition from grid tie mode to island 
mode. Figure 4-4 shows the microgrid frequency during the transition. In grid tie mode, 
energy storage power is zero and natural gas generators are off.  For instance, at 10th 
second the PCC breaker opens due to unintentional islanding. As soon as PCC breaker 
opens energy storage control is switched from power reference mode to voltage 
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reference mode and it pick up the microgrid load. Since energy storage picked up the 
system load, voltage and frequency will see small transient.  
 
Figure 4-1. Active power at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill microgrid; when 
unintentional islanding is occurred. 
 
Figure 4-2. Reactive power at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill; when 
unintentional islanding is occurred. 
 
Figure 4-3. RMS voltage at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill microgrid; when 
unintentional islanding is occurred. 
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Figure 4-4. Microgrid frequency Fort Sill microgrid systems; when unintentional islanding is 
occurred. 
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4.2 Intentional Islanding 
 Intentional islanding, which provides the capability for the microgrid to 
manually separate from the bulk grid, leads to potential issues of power balancing, 
voltage sag, and frequency oscillation. To prevent the large transient, the power at PCC 
terminal must be close to zero. Since the intentional islanding is predetermined, the 
power at the PCC terminal can be make zero by increasing the power from the DGs. 
The DGs within microgrid must be preplanned to switch their controls and share the 
local loads to minimize the impact of disconnection from the host utility. 
Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-8 shows the simulation results during intentional islanding 
for Fort Sill microgrid. As soon as intentional islanding command is given, energy 
storage active and reactive power command is changed. Energy storage brings the 
active and reactive power at PCC point close to zero and simultaneously, commands 
are send to DGs based on the unit commitment to turn them on. Once the active and 
reactive power at PCC becomes zero, PCC breaker opens and energy storage controls 
changes to voltage mode. In Fort Sill microgrid system, the energy storage inverter is 
capable to take entire microgrid load. So in order to island the microgrid, addition 
resources are not required during transition. However, in some cases where the energy 
storage cannot supply total microgrid load, the generators are required to turn on to 
bring the PCC power to zero. The voltage and frequency will not deviate too much 
during the intentional islanding due to zero or negligible power transfer at PCC. As 
shown in Figure 4-5 at 10th second the intentional islanding command is given and at 
10.90th second PCC breaker is opened. 
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Figure 4-5. Active power at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill microgrid; when 
intentional islanding is occurred. 
 
Figure 4-6. Reactive power at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill microgrid; 
when intentional islanding is occurred. 
  
Figure 4-7. RMS voltage at PCC point and of the energy storage for Fort Sill 
microgrid; when intentional islanding is occured. 
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Figure 4-8. Microgrid frequency of Fort Sill microgrid systems; when intentional islanding is 
occurred. 
4.3 Reconnection 
Before reconnecting microgrid to the grid, the frequencies, voltages and phases at 
both side of the PCC must be the same to minimize the transients and avoid disturbance. 
Since a microgrid consists of more than one generation, adjusting system frequency and 
voltage becomes challenging. 
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microgrid operating voltage and frequency to match with the main grid in order to 
reconnect the system with minimum transient. Once the reconnection command is 
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frequency. The microgrid frequency is set at 0.01Hz above the grid frequency to adjust 
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sides is time consuming. Reconnection method for traditional droop control method is 
implemented for both Fort Sill microgrid and IEEE 34 bus microgrid system and 
comparison has been made with the reconnection results for VDC method.  
In proposed VDC method, reconnection is very quick, since voltage and frequency 
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reconnection command is received, the reconnection mechanism make sure all three 
parameters on both side of PCC breaker and close the PCC breaker.  Once the 
reconnection transient is disappeared, the active and reactive power at natural gas 
generators are brought to zero and   disconnected from the system if any of the 
generators are in operation during that time. 
Figure 4-9 shows the active powers and Figure 4-10 shows the frequency on both 
side of PCC breaker at the time of reconnection, when natural droop control is applied 
during islanded mode of operation. At 155th second reconnection command is given 
and around 169th second PCC breaker gets open. 
 
Figure 4-9 Active power at PCC terminal, energy storage device, natural gas generator 1, and 
natural gas generator during reconnection event; when natural droop control method is 
applied to Fort Sill microgrid in island mode.  
 
Figure 4-10. Microgrid frequency and grid frequency during reconnection event; when natural 
droop control method is applied to Fort Sill microgrid in island mode.  
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command is given. As shown in figure 18(a), PCC breaker closes as soon as the 
reconnection command is given.  The natural gas generator’s power brought back to 
zero before they got disconnected.  
 
Figure 4-11. Active power at PCC terminal, energy storage device, natural gas generator 1 
and 2 at the time of reconnection event; when VDC method is applied to Fort Sill Microgrid. 
 
Figure 4-12. Reactive power at PCC terminal, energy storage device, natural gas generator 1 
and 2 at the time of reconnection event; when VDC method is applied to Fort Sill Microgrid. 
 
Figure 4-13. . Voltage at PCC terminal, energy storage device, natural gas generator 1 and 2 
at the time of reconnection event; when VDC method is applied to Fort Sill Microgrid. 
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Figure 4-14. Microgrid frequency and grid frequency during reconnection event; when VDC 
method is applied to Fort Sill Microgrid. 
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Chapter 5 State Space Modeling and Stability 
Analysis of Fort Sill Microgrid 
In traditional large power system, frequency can be maintained by inertia of large 
synchronous generators, while the voltage can be maintained by maintaining reactive 
power. The major sources of reactive power are synchronous generator, synchronous 
condenser and capacitor banks. The regulating transformer also contributes to regulate 
the system voltage. In a microgrid, large numbers of inverters are integrated with 
renewables and energy storage. Hence, during island mode of operation, microgrid has 
small inertia or it may not have any inertia if none of synchronous generator is 
connected. Depending on structure of microgrid and sources connected into the 
microgrid, the stability aspect differs. 
In conventional power system, stability analysis is well established and for the 
different frequency ranges of possible concern there are models which include the 
appropriate features. However, detailed generalized dynamic model for microgrid are 
not available. Previous dynamic analysis of microgrid system considered inverters as 
an ideal source, which is not appropriate to study the stability of the microgrid and are 
not useful to analyze the robustness of microgrid controls.    
The state space model of voltage mode inverter, current mode inverter, natural gas 
generator, and transmission line/cable has been derived in this chapter. The detail state 
space model of fort sill microgrid has been derived for all three cases of VDC method 
describe in chapter 3. The stability analysis of a microgrid can be done in different 
scenario. The developed model can be used to design controllers of the microgrid, for 
example governor and excitation systems of synchronous generators, active and 
reactive power controller of current mode inverters and also voltage and frequency 
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controller for voltage mode inverter. The developed state space model is also used for 
optimization of controller parameters.  
5.1 State space modelling of Current Mode Inverter 
The schematic diagram of current mode inverter is shown in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of current mode inverter 
The current mode inverter has been utilized in renewable energy applications 
mainly with solar PV and full conversion topology of wind energy system. The delta 
capacitor from actual inverter in LCL filter can be represented into equivalent wye 
connected capacitor where, the capacitor in wye connection is three time than the 
capacitor in delta connection. Since, in studied microgrid model, renewable energy 
resources utilize current mode of operation, the notation used for mathematical 
equations are for renewable resources. The dynamics of the inverter LCL filter are 
represented by following equations.  
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The above equations can be written into space phasor domain as follows.  
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The above space phasor equations can be express into d-q reference frame. In order 
to transform them into d-q frame, the voltages and currents space phasor can be 
substituted by following equations. 
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After substituting the voltages and currents space phasor and decomposing the 
system equations into real and imaginary components, the dynamics equations into d-q 
reference can be written as follows.  
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The control of current mode VSC system is based on d-q reference frame. The 
mathematical derivation of the current controller is derived below to represent them 
into the state space equations. The inverter inputs, vren_id and vren_id are given by 
equations.  
   tm
V
tv d
DC
idren
2
_   
(5-24) 
   tm
V
tv q
DC
iqren
2
_   
(5-25) 
Where, md (t) and mq (t) are the modulation signals and they are given by following 
equations. 
 cdreniqrenrend
DC
d viLu
V
m __01
2
   
(5-26) 
 cqrenidrenrenq
DC
q viLu
V
m __01
2
   
(5-27) 
By replacing md (t) and mq (t) from equations (5-26) and (5-27) into equations (5-24) 
and (5-25), the inverter voltage can be written as follows. 
  cdreniqrenrendidren viLutv __01_    (5-28) 
  cqrenidrenrenqiqren viLutv __01_    (5-29) 
 The control signal ud and uq are signal coming from the PI controller, which control 
the reference current and given by the following equations.   
idrenrenpddrefrenpdrendrenidd iKiKXKu _int_   
(5-30) 
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 Where, int_rendX  is the internal state of PI controller and is represented by 
following equation. 
   dtiiX idrendrefrend _int_  (5-31) 
The differential equation of internal state can be represented by equation (5-32). 
  idrendrefrend iiX
dt
d
_int_   
(5-32) 
Similarly for second PI controller the state space equation can be written as 
follows. 
  iqrenqrefrenq iiX
dt
d
_int_   
(5-33) 
iqrenvrenpqqrefrenpqrenqreniqq KiKXKu _int_   
(5-34) 
By replacing control signal vren_id and vren_iq into equation into equations (5-18) and 
(5-19), the new equations can be written as follows. 
  d
ren
idren
ren
ren
idren u
L
i
L
R
i
dt
d
1
_
1
1
_
1
  
(5-35) 
  q
ren
iqren
ren
ren
iqren u
L
i
L
R
i
dt
d
1
_
1
1
_
1
  
(5-36) 
By replacing control signal ud and uq into equation (5-35) and (5-36), new set of 
equation can be derived. The complete close loop state space differential equations of 
current mode inverter can be rewritten as follows. 
 
 
int_
11
_
1
1
_ rend
ren
renid
dref
ren
renpd
idren
ren
renpdren
idren X
L
K
i
L
K
i
L
KR
i
dt
d


  
(5-37) 
    int_
11
_
1
1
_ renq
ren
reniq
qref
ren
renpq
iqren
ren
renpqren
iqren X
L
K
i
L
K
i
L
KR
i
dt
d


  
(5-38) 
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  idrendrefrend iiX
dt
d
_int_   
(5-39) 
  iqrenqrefrenq iiX
dt
d
_int_   
(5-40) 
     odren
p
s
ren
idren
ren
cqrencdren i
N
N
C
i
C
vv
dt
d
___0_
3
1
3
1








  
(5-41) 
     qren
p
s
ren
iqren
ren
cdrencqren i
N
N
C
i
C
vv
dt
d
___0_
3
1
3
1








   
(5-42) 
 
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s
p
ren
cdren
s
p
ren
odren
ren
ren
oqrenodren v
N
N
L
v
N
N
L
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
_
2
2
_
2
_
2
2
_0_
11
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

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







  
(5-43) 
  oqren
s
p
ren
cqren
s
p
ren
oqren
ren
ren
odrenoqren v
N
N
L
v
N
N
L
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
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
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
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
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
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






   
(5-44) 
From equations (5-37) to (5-44), the state space model of current mode inverter for 
small perturbation can be written as follows.  
         
   
1228
1448_188818
*
**




renren
cablecablerenrenrenren
UB
XAXAX
 
(5-45) 
Where, 
  oqrenodrencqrencdrenrenqrendiqrenidrenren iivvXXiiX ____int_int___
  qcabledcableoqrenodrencable iivvX ____  
  qrefdrefren iiU  
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The LCL parameters of inverter are given below in Table 5-1. 
Table 5-1. LCL filter parameters of current mode inverter.  
1renR  
0.2 mΩ 
1renL  
120 μH 
2renR  
0.12 mΩ 
2renL  
18 μH 
renC  
230 μF 
In the derived state space equations for current mode inverter, Krenpd, Krenpq, Krenid, 
Kreniq are the control parameters. The most common reason of stability issue in a 
microgrid is the feedback controller. The control parameters selected are as follows. 
Krenpd = Krenpq =0.01 and Krenid = Kreniq =0.5. 
Figure 5-2 shows the poles and zeros map of current mode inverter state space 
model. For selected control parameters, the poles and zeros of the state space model of 
current mode inverters are on the left half plane, which ensures that the current mode 
inverter is stable.  
 
Figure 5-2. Poles and zeros map of current mode inverter state space model. 
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The step response of from idref to iren_id and iqref to iren_iq reference are shown in Figure 
5-3 and Figure 5-4 respectively. For selected control parameters, the settling time in 
both step responses are 75 millisecond. 
 
Figure 5-3. Step response from idref to iren_id 
 
Figure 5-4. Step response from idref to iren_id 
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5.2 State space modeling of Voltage Mode Inverter 
In studied microgrid model, only energy storage is utilized voltage mode of 
operation, the notation used are for energy storage inverter. In actual system the 
capacitors in LCL filter are connected in delta configuration. In order to make the 
modeling easy, the capacitors are converted to wye configuration. However, the 
equivalent capacitance in wye configuration is three time the capacitance in delta 
configuration. The schematic diagram of voltage mode energy storage system is shown 
in  
Figure 5-5, which is used to derive the state space model of voltage mode inverter.  
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iBesv _
iCesv _
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Figure 5-5. Schematic diagram of voltage mode inverter. 
The dynamics of the three phase LCL filter with transformer are described by 
following equations.  
  iAescAesiAesesiAeses vviRi
dt
d
L ___1_1   
(5-46) 
  iBescBesiBesesiBeses vviRi
dt
d
L ___1_1   
(5-47) 
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  iCescCesiCesesiCeses vviRi
dt
d
L ___1_1   
(5-48) 
     
oAes
p
s
es
iAes
es
cAes i
N
N
C
i
C
v
dt
d
___
3
1
3
1








  
(5-49) 
     oBes
p
s
es
iBes
es
cBes i
N
N
C
i
C
v
dt
d
___
3
1
3
1








  
(5-50) 
     
oCes
p
s
es
iCes
es
cCes i
N
N
C
i
C
v
dt
d
___
3
1
3
1








  
(5-51) 
 
oAes
s
p
cAes
s
p
oAesesoAeses v
N
N
v
N
N
iRi
dt
d
L _
2
__2_2 











  
(5-52) 
 
oBes
s
p
cBes
s
p
oBesesoBeses v
N
N
v
N
N
iRi
dt
d
L _
2
__2_2 











  
(5-53) 
 
oCes
s
p
cCes
s
p
oCesesoCeses v
N
N
v
N
N
iRi
dt
d
L _
2
__2_2 











  
(5-54) 
The equations in space phasor domain can be written from above equations 
(5-46) to (5-54) as follows.  
  ies
es
ces
es
ies
es
es
ies v
L
v
L
i
L
R
i
dt
d
_
1
_
1
_
1
1
_
11 
  
(5-55) 
     oes
p
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N
N
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i
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






  
(5-56) 
  oes
s
p
es
ces
s
p
es
oes
es
es
oes v
N
N
L
v
N
N
L
i
L
R
i
dt
d
_
2
2
_
2
_
2
2
_
11 












  
(5-57) 
The above space phasor equations can be express into d-q reference frame as 
follows. 
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  ides
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_0_
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(5-58) 
  iqes
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(5-59) 
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(5-60) 
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(5-61) 
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(5-62) 
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   
(5-63) 
The voltage Vd is controlled by idref and Vq is controlled by iqref. The current 
controlled loop equations can be derived as follows.  
 
 
int_1
1
1
1
1
_
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11
_ esd
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(5-64) 
 
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(5-65) 
  idesdrefesd iiX
dt
d
_int_1   
(5-66) 
  iqesqrefesq iiX
dt
d
_int_1   
(5-67) 
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(5-68) 
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(5-69) 
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(5-70) 
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(5-71) 
The current references are derived as follows.   
  odescqesesddref ivCui __0 *3    (5-72) 
  oqescqesesqqref ivCui __0 *3    (5-73) 
cdesespddrefespdesdesidd vKvKXKu _22int_22   
(5-74) 
cqesespqqrefespqesqesiqq vKvKXKu _22int_22   
(5-75) 
  cdesdrefesd vvX
dt
d
_int_2   
(5-76) 
  cqesqrefesq vvX
dt
d
_int_2   
(5-77) 
  odescqesescdesespddrefespdesdesiddref ivCvKvKXKi __0_22int_22 *3    (5-78) 
  oqescqesescqesespqqrefespqesqesiqqref ivCvKvKXKi __0_22int_22 *3    (5-79) 
By replacing the idref and iqref from into above equations, the complete set of first 
order differential equation can be written as follows.  
 
   
dref
es
despdesp
odes
es
desp
esd
es
esiddesp
esd
es
desi
cqes
es
esdesp
cdes
es
despdesp
ides
es
despes
ides
v
L
KK
i
L
K
X
L
KK
X
L
K
v
L
CK
v
L
KK
i
L
KR
i
dt
d
1
21
_
1
1
int_2
1
21
int_1
1
1
_
1
01
_
1
21
_
1
11
_
**
*3**





 
(5-80) 
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 
   
qref
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qespqesp
oqes
es
qesp
esq
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esiqqesp
esq
es
qesi
cdes
es
esqesp
cqes
es
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es
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dt
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1
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_
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1
int_2
1
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int_1
1
1
_
1
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_
1
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_
1
11
_
**
*3**





 
(5-81) 
     
odes
p
s
es
ides
es
cqescdes i
N
N
C
i
C
vv
dt
d
___0_
3
1
3
1








  
(5-82) 
     
oqes
p
s
es
iqes
es
cdescqes i
N
N
C
i
C
vv
dt
d
___0_
3
1
3
1








   
(5-83) 
 
  idesodescqeses
cdesespddrefespdesdesidesd
iivC
vKvKXKX
dt
d
___0
_22int_22int_1
*3 


 
(5-84) 
 
  iqesoqescqeses
cqesespqqrefespqesqesiqesq
iivC
vKvKXKX
dt
d
___0
_22int_22int_1
*3 


 
(5-85) 
  cdesdrefesd vvX
dt
d
_int_2   
(5-86) 
  cqesqrefesq vvX
dt
d
_int_2   
(5-87) 
 
odes
s
p
es
cdes
s
p
es
odes
es
es
oqesodes v
N
N
L
v
N
N
L
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
_
2
2
_
2
_
2
2
_0_
11












  
(5-88) 
 
oqes
s
p
es
cqes
s
p
es
oqes
es
es
odesoqes v
N
N
L
v
N
N
L
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
_
2
2
_
2
_
2
2
_0_
11












   
(5-89) 
The complete state space model of energy storage is written as follows.  
             
1221014410_1101010110 
 esescablecableeseseses UBXAXAX
dt
d
 
(5-90) 
Where, 
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  oqesodesesqesdesqesdcqescdesiqesideses iiXXXXvviiX __int_1int_2int_1int_1____
  qcabledcableoqesodescable iivvX ____  
  qrefdrefren vvU  
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The LCL parameters of inverter are given below in Table 5-2. 
Table 5-2. LCL filter parameters of voltage mode inverter.  
1esR  
0.2 mΩ 
1esL  
120 μH 
2esR  
0.12 mΩ 
2esL  
18 μH 
renC  
230 μF 
In the derived state space equations for voltage mode inverter, Kespd1, Kespq1, Krenid1, 
Kreniq1, Kespd2, Kespq2, Kesid2, Kesiq2 are the control parameters. In proposed control system, 
it is very important to choose these parameters appropriately to ensure the microgrid 
stability in any load conditions. The control parameters selected are as follows. Kespd1= 
Kespq1= 0.04, Krenid1 = Kreniq1 =10, Kespd2= Kespq2=0.13 and Kesid2 =Kesiq2=3. 
Figure 5-6 shows the poles and zeros map of voltage mode inverter state space 
model. For selected control parameters, the poles and zeros of the state space model of 
voltage mode inverters are on the left half plane, which ensures that the voltage mode 
inverter is stable.  
 
Figure 5-6. Poles and zeros map of voltage mode inverter state space model. 
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Figure 5-7. Step response from vdref to ves_cd 
 
Figure 5-8. Step response from vqref to ves_cq 
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5.3 Natural gas generator state space modelling  
Natural gas generator performs vital role in microgrid when SOC of energy storage 
system is not enough and renewable resources do not generate enough power to supply 
microgrid load. When natural gas generator is synchronized and connected to 
microgrid, the stability of the microgrid is crucial due to different time responses of 
generators and energy storage system. Hence natural gas generator is very important to 
taken into consideration for stability studies. In this section, the state space model of 
natural gas generator is derived.  
5.3.1 Mechanical system state space modeling   
The equations of central importance in stability analysis are rotational inertia 
equations describing the effect of unbalance between the electromagnetic torque and 
the mechanical torque of synchronous machine. These equations are called swing 
equations, which are given by (5-91) and (5-92). 
em
r TT
dt
d
J 

 
Where,  
mT = mechanical torque in N-m 
eT = electromagnetic torque 
J = combined moment of inertia of generator and turbine, kg-m2 
r = angular velocity of the rotor, mechanical radian/second 
(5-91) 
rr
dt
d


 0
 
(5-92) 
The equation can be normalized in terms of per unit inertia constant H, which is 
given by equation (5-93). 
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base
m
VA
JH
2
0
2
1 
  
Where, 
m0 = Rated angular velocity in mechanical radian/second 
(5-93) 
From equation (5-93) the following equation can be written  
2
0
2
m
baseVAHJ

  
(5-94) 
From equations (5-91) and (5-94), the per-unit equation can be derived as follows. 
em
r
m
base TT
dt
dVA
H 


2
0
2  
 
m
base
em
m
r
VA
TT
dt
d
H
0
0
2


 






 
 
em
r TT
dt
d
H 

2  
(5-95) 
The rotor angle in per unit is given by equation (5-96). 
ro
dt
d


  
(5-96) 
The swing equations in per unit can be linearized and represented as a set of first 
order differential equations, which are given by equations (5-97) and (5-98). 
em
r T
H
T
Hdt
d


2
1
2
1
 
(5-97) 
ro
dt
d




 
(5-98) 
It is desired to add the dynamics of natural gas engine, governor, fuel value and 
control system into the mathematical modeling to accurately study the behavior of 
natural gas generator. The complete mechanical systems is shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9. The complete mechanical system 
The natural gas generator operates in power control mode. In order to increase the 
power output, the mechanical torque has to be increased.  
The speed reference for governor system is ωref + Δδref , where ωref is the speed 
reference and Δδref  is received from the PI controller to control the reference power.  
ngPngprefngPngpPngPngiref PKPKXK ___int__   (5-99) 
 Where, int_PngX  is the internal state of PI controller and is represented by 
following equation. 
   dtPPX ngrefngpng _int_  (5-100) 
The differential equation of internal state can be represented by following equation. 
  ngrefngPng PPX
dt
d
 _int_  
(5-101) 
 For small perturbation, the equation (5-101) can be written as follows.  
  ngrefngPng PPX
dt
d
 _int_  
(5-102) 
 Active power output of natural gas generator is given by following equation.  
oqngoqngodngodngng ieieP ____   
(5-103) 
After linearizing the above equation, linearized equation can be written as follows.  
oqngoqngoqngoqngodngodngodngodngng IeiEeIiEP ________   
(5-104) 
By replacing ngP  from equation (5-104) into equation (5-102), the new equation can 
be written as follows.  
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  oqngoqngoqngoqngodngodngodngodngrefngPng IeiEeIiEPX
dt
d
_________int_ 
 (5-105) 
The input signal to the governor control system is given by following equation. 
rngPngprefngPngpPngPngiref PKPKXKu   ___int__1  
(5-106) 
The transfer function of the control system is given by following equations.  
1
1
2
21
1
1
2 *
1
1
c
c
x
x
sbsb
sa
u
u


  
(5-107) 
The states of the control system are 11 cc xx    and 12 cc xx  . The state space 
equations for control system can be written as follows.  
  1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
11
u
b
x
b
b
x
b
x
dt
d
ccc   
(5-108) 
  21 cc xx
dt
d
  
(5-109) 
By replacing u1 from equation (5-106) into equation (5-108), the new first order 
differential equation can be written as follows.  
  rng
Pngp
refng
Pngp
Png
Pngiref
ccc
b
P
b
K
P
b
K
X
b
K
b
x
b
b
x
b
x
dt
d


22
_
_
2
_
int_
2
_
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
11
  
(5-110) 
 The output equation is given by  
2112 cc xaxu   
(5-111) 
For small perturbation, equation (5-109) and (5-110) can be rewritten as follows. 
  21 cc xx
dt
d
  
(5-112) 
  rng
Pngp
refng
Pngp
Png
Pngi
refccc
b
P
b
K
P
b
K
X
b
K
b
x
b
b
x
b
x
dt
d
 
22
_
_
2
_
int_
2
_
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
111  (5-113) 
By replacing ngP from equation (5-104) into equation (5-113), the equation can 
be rewritten as follows.  
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 
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b
K
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b
K
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b
K
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b
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2
_
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2
_
__
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_
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2
_
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_
int_
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_
22
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2
1
1
2
2
111
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 
 
 
 
(5-114) 
The state space equation for governor lead lag can be written as follows. By 
multiplying both numerator and denominator by 1gx , 
 
1
1
1
11
2
3 *
1
1
g
g
x
x
sd
scG
u
u


  
(5-115) 
From above transfer functions, the following equation can be written.  
112 )1( gxsdu   
(5-116) 
 1112 gg x
dt
d
dxu   
(5-117) 
The states of the governor lead lag are xg1 and xg2= 1gx  and the state space equation 
can be written as follows.  
  2
1
1
1
1
11
u
d
x
d
x
dt
d
gg   
(5-118) 
By replacing 
2u from equation (5-111) into equation (5-118), the new equation can 
be written as follows.  
  1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
11
gccg x
d
x
d
a
x
d
x
dt
d
  
(5-119) 
  02 gx
dt
d
 
(5-120) 
The above governor lead lag differential equations can be written for small perturbation 
as follows.  
  1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
11
gccg x
d
x
d
a
x
d
x
dt
d
  
(5-121) 
  02  gx
dt
d
 
(5-122) 
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Similarly, the output equation can be written as follows.  
211113 gg xGcxGu   
(5-123) 
The transfer function of the fuel valve lag is given by following equations.  
seu
u
13
4
1
1

  
(5-124) 
From the transfer function, the state space equation of fuel valve can be written as 
follows.  
  3
1
4
1
4
11
u
e
u
e
u
dt
d
  
(5-125) 
By replacing 3u  from equation (5-123) into above equation (5-125), the new state space 
equation can be written as follows.  
  4
1
2
1
11
1
1
1
4
1
u
e
x
e
cG
x
e
G
u
dt
d
gg   
(5-126) 
The integrator transfer function is given by following equation. 
45
1
u
s
u   
(5-127) 
The state space equation of the integrator can be given as follows.  
  45 uu
dt
d
  
(5-128) 
The transfer function of engine delay is given by the following equation.  
sTu
T
ch
m


1
1
5
 
(5-129) 
From the transfer function the state space equation can be written as follows. 
  5
11
u
T
T
T
T
dt
d
ch
m
ch
m   
(5-130) 
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For small perturbation, the first order differential equations (5-126), (5-128) and 
(5-130) can be written as follows.   
  4
1
2
1
11
1
1
1
4
1
u
e
x
e
cG
x
e
G
u
dt
d
gg   
(5-131) 
  45 uu
dt
d
  
(5-132) 
  5
11
u
T
T
T
T
dt
d
ch
m
ch
m   
(5-133) 
The mechanical torque into the swing equation is determined from the mechanical 
system described above. However, it is necessary to feed electromagnetic torque into 
the swing equation for complete system. By assuming the speed constant the electrical 
power is equal to electromagnetic toque in per unit. Hence the electromagnetic torque 
in given by following equation.  
oqngoqngodngodngnge ieiePT ____   
(5-134) 
By linearizing above equation, the small perturbation equation can be written as 
follows.  
oqngoqngoqngoqngodngodngodngodngng IeiEeIiET ________   
(5-135) 
By replacing ngT from equation (5-135) into swing equation (5-97), new first order 
differential equations can be derived, which is given by following equation.  
oqng
oqng
oqng
oqng
odng
odng
odng
odng
m
r
e
H
I
i
H
E
e
H
I
i
H
E
T
Hdt
d
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
222
22
1



 
(5-136) 
ro
dt
d




 
(5-137) 
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From above discussion and above differential equations, the state space equation   
for mechanical system is given as follows.  
         
       
2221022410_
210210_1101010110
**
**




mechmechcablecablemech
statorstatormechmechmechmech
UBXA
XAXAX
dt
d
 
Where,  
  rmggccpngmech TuuxxxxXX 542121int_  
  oqngodngstator iiX __  
  qcabledcableoqngodngcable iivvX ____  
  refrefngmech PU _  
(5-138) 
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The selected parameters for mechanical system are given in Table 5-3.  
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Table 5-3. Parameters of mechanical system of natural gas generator.  
a1 0.45 
b1 0.02 
b2 0.002 
G1 1 
c1 0.25 
d1 0.009 
e1 0.0384 
Tch 0.025 
 
To analyze the stability of the mechanical system, state space model is analyzed. 
From state space model, pole-zero map is derived, which is shown in Figure 5-10.  
 
Figure 5-10. Poles and zeros map of mechanical system of natural gas generator.  
The poles and zeros of mechanical system are in the left half plane which ensure 
the stability of the mechanical system. The step response from ωdref to ω is shown in 
Figure 5-11 and the settling time of step responses is 2.19 second. The higher settling 
time is due to the mechanical inertia.  
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Figure 5-11.  Step response from ωdref to ω. 
5.3.2 Exciter state space modeling  
PI ++
+
+
_
+
+_
+
+
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DR
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+
refngQ _
+
ngQ
_
+
refV1 refV
 
Figure 5-12. Block diagram of excitation system  
The complete block diagram of excitation system is shown in Figure 5-12. From the 
block diagram it is observed that the voltage reference for AVR system is
refref VV 11  , 
where the refV1 voltage reference and refV1 is received from the PI controller to control 
the reference reactive power. The state space equation of PI controller and output of PI 
is given by following equations.  
ngdQngrefngdQngQngiQngref QKQKXKV ___int__1   
Where, int_QngX  is an internal state of PI controller 
(5-139) 
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  ngrefngQng QQX
dt
d
 _int_  
(5-140) 
refrefref VVV 11   
(5-141) 
ngdQngrefngdQngQngiQngrefref QKQKXKVV ___int__1   
(5-142) 
 Equation (5-140) can be written in small perturbation as follows.  
  ngrefngQng QQX
dt
d
 _int_  
(5-143) 
 Active power output of natural gas generator is given by following equation.  
odngoqngoqngodngng ieieQ ____   
(5-144) 
After linearizing the above equation, linearized equation can be written as follows.  
odngoqngodngoqngodngoqngoqngodngng IeiEeIiEQ ________   
(5-145) 
By replacing  ngQ  into equation (5-159), the new equation can be written as follows.  
 
odngoqngodngoqng
odngoqngoqngodngrefngQng
IeiE
eIiEQX
dt
d
____
_____int_


 
(5-146) 
The transfer function of AVR system is given by following equation.  
DR
DRIR
PR
cref
A
sT
sK
s
K
K
VV
V


 1
 
(5-147) 
   
DR
IRDRIRPRDRDRPR
cref
A
Tss
KsTKKsKTK
VV
V
2
2




 
(5-148) 
 By multiplying the numerator and denominator by 1ax , two equation can be written as 
follows. 
    111
2 *** aIRaDRIRPRaDRDRPRA xKxsTKKxsKTKV   
(5-149) 
1
2
1 ** aDRacref xsTxsVV   
(5-150) 
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The states of the AVR system are 1ax , 12 aa xx  and 23 aa xx  . By replacing refV The 
first order differential and output equations can be written as follows.  
  21 aa xx
dt
d
  
(5-151) 
  ng
DR
dQng
refng
DR
dQng
Qng
DR
iQng
ref
DR
c
DR
a
DR
a Q
T
K
Q
T
K
X
T
K
V
T
V
T
x
T
x
dt
d _
_
_
int_
_
122
111
  
(5-152) 
  03 ax
dt
d
 
(5-153) 
    123 aIRaDRIRPRaDRDRPRA xKxTKKxKTKV   (5-154) 
For small perturbation, differential equation (5-151), (5-152) and (5-153) can be 
written as follows.  
  21 aa xx
dt
d
  
(5-155) 
 
ng
DR
dQng
refng
DR
dQng
Qng
DR
iQng
ref
DR
c
DR
a
DR
a
Q
T
K
Q
T
K
X
T
K
V
T
V
T
x
T
x
dt
d


_
_
_
int_
_
122
111
 
(5-156) 
  03  ax
dt
d
 
(5-157) 
By replacing  ngQ  into equation (5-156), the new equation can be written as 
follows.  
 
odngoqng
DR
dQng
odngoqng
DR
dQng
odngoqng
DR
dQng
oqngodng
DR
dQng
refng
DR
dQng
Qng
DR
iQng
ref
DR
c
DR
a
DR
a
Ie
T
K
iE
T
K
eI
T
K
iE
T
K
Q
T
K
X
T
K
V
T
V
T
x
T
x
dt
d
__
_
__
_
__
_
__
_
_
_
int_
_
122
111



 
 
 
 
 
(5-158) 
The transfer function of the amplifier is given by following equation. 
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A
A
A
R
sT
K
V
V


1
 
(5-159) 
By replacing 
AV  from equation (5-154) into equation (5-159), the first order 
differential and output equations can be written as follows.  
 
   
R
A
a
A
DRDRPRA
a
A
DRIRPRA
a
A
IRA
R V
T
x
T
KTKK
x
T
TKKK
x
T
KK
V
dt
d 1
321 



  
(5-160) 
For small perturbation, differential equations (5-160) can be written as follows.  
 
   
R
A
a
A
DRDRPRA
a
A
DRIRPRA
a
A
IRA
R V
T
x
T
KTKK
x
T
TKKK
x
T
KK
V
dt
d





1
321
 (5-161) 
The transfer function of the exciter is given by following equation.  
E
E
R
FD
sT
K
V
E


1
 
(5-162) 
The first order differential equation can be derived as follows.  
  FD
E
R
E
E
FD E
T
V
T
K
E
dt
d 1
  
(5-163) 
For small perturbation, differential equation (5-163) can be written as follows.  
  FD
E
R
E
E
FD E
T
V
T
K
E
dt
d

1
 
(5-164) 
Now, the open circuit transfer function of the generator field is given by equation 
as follows.   
0
'1
1
dFD
c
sTE
V

  
Where,  
fd
fdad
do
R
LL
T

'  
(5-165) 
From equation, the first order differential equation can be given as follows.  
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  FD
d
c
d
c E
T
V
T
V
dt
d
0
'
0
'
11
  
(5-166) 
For small perturbation, for the above first order differential equation can be written as 
follows.   
  FD
d
c
d
c E
T
V
T
V
dt
d

0
'
0
'
11
 
(5-167) 
From above small perturbation equations, the state space equation for exciter 
system can be written as follows.  
         
       
22272727_
2227_177717
**
**




exciterexcitercablecableexciter
statorstatorexciterexciterexciterexciter
UBXA
XAXAX
dt
d
 
Where,  
  cFDRaaaQngexciter VEVxxxXX 321int_  
  oqngodngstator iiX __  
  qcabledcableoqngodngcable iivvX ____  
  refrefngexciter VQU _  
(5-168) 
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The selected parameters for electrical system are given in Table 5-3.  
Table 5-4. Parameters of excitation system of natural gas generator.  
TDR 0.002011 
KDR 1.266049 
KIR 2.270138 
KPR 1.0129 
KA 1.0 
TA 0.1 
KE 1.0 
TE 0.5 
Tdo’ 1.6 
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To analyze the stability of the exciter system, pole-zero map is derived from state 
space model, which is shown in Figure 5-15. The poles and zeros of mechanical system 
are in the left half plane which ensure the stability of the mechanical system.  
 
Figure 5-13. Poles and zeros map of excitation system of natural gas generator.  
The step response from Vcref to Vc is shown in Figure 5-11 and the settling time of 
step responses is 0.7 second.  
 
Figure 5-14.  Step response from Vdref to Vcref. 
5.3.3 Synchronous generator representation 
The voltages behind the stator reactance in d-q reference can be written as follows.  
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 sin_ cidng Ve   (5-169) 
 cos_ ciqng Ve   (5-170) 
After linearization, for small perturbation, the voltages can be written as follows.  
  000_ cossin ccidng VVe  
(5-171) 
  000_ sincos cciqng VVe  
(5-172) 
Since, the natural gas generator is in per unit, the generator terminal voltage must 
be represent into per unit.  
The differential stator voltage equations in d-q reference frame can be written as  
base
odng
d
idng
dbase
odng
d
a
base
oqng
base
odng
e
e
L
e
Li
i
L
R
i
i
i
i
dt
d _
_
__
0
_ 11






  
(5-173) 
base
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q
a
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dt
d _
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__
0
_ 11
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

  
(5-174) 
For small perturbation, the above equations can be written as follows.  
  odng
base
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d
idng
d
base
odng
d
a
oqngodng e
e
i
L
e
L
i
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
____0_ *
1
   
(5-175) 
 
oqng
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odngoqng e
e
i
L
e
L
i
i
L
R
ii
dt
d
____0_
1
   
(5-176) 
From the above first order differential equations of stator and state space equations of 
mechanical system and exciter system, the complete state space equation of natural gas 
generator can be written as follows.  
     
       
41041022419_
1191919119
**
*




ngngcablecableng
ngngng
UBXA
XAX
dt
d
 
 
 
(5-177) 
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5.4 State space modeling of transmission line/Cable 
A transmission line or a cable in a power system can be represented by parameters 
lumped in a PI section, which is shown in Figure 5-15.  
iTL iTR
2
iTC
2
iTC
outdV outq
VindV inqV
iTdIiTqI
outdIoutqIindIinqI
 
Figure 5-15. Equivalent PI representation of transmission line/Cable    
The lumped parameters in a PI section LiT, RiT and CiT for cable number iT are 
specified as positive and zero sequence parameters that take into account the inductive 
and capacitive coupling between the three phase conductors.  The parameters lumped 
into PI section can be determined by following equations (5-178), (5-179) and (5-180).  
 
l
RR
RiT *
3
2 01 




 
  
(5-178) 
 
l
LL
LiT *
3
2 01 




 
  
(5-179) 
lCCiT *1  
(5-180) 
Where, R0, L0 are zero sequence resistance and inductance of the cable per mile and 
R1, L1 and C1 are positive sequence resistance, inductance and capacitance of the cable 
per mile. The length of the cable is represented by l. From Figure 5-15, the dynamics 
of the cable in d-q reference frame can be represented as follows.  
     iTd
iT
ind
iT
inqind i
C
i
C
vv
dt
d 22
0   
(5-181) 
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     iTq
iT
inq
iT
indinq i
C
i
C
vv
dt
d 22
0    
(5-182) 
  ind
iT
outd
iT
iTd
iT
iT
iTqiTd v
L
v
L
i
L
R
ii
dt
d 11
0   
(5-183) 
  inq
iT
outq
iT
iTq
iT
iT
iTdiTq v
L
v
L
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L
R
ii
dt
d 11
0    
(5-184) 
     outd
iT
Td
iT
outqoutd i
C
i
C
vv
dt
d 22
0   
(5-185) 
     outq
iT
Tq
iT
outdoutq i
C
i
C
vv
dt
d 22
0    
(5-186) 
From equations (5-181) to (5-186), the complete state space model of cable can be 
written as follows.  
iTiTiTiTiT UBXAX ** 
  
Where, i is the cable/transmission line number.   
  outqoutdiTqiTdinqindiT vviivvX  
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 In most of power system, the cable/transmission lines are in cascaded 
connection in order to form power system. In studied microgrid system, the current is 
flowing through multiple cables. Hence it is required to find the coupling between two 
cables in state space modeling.  The cascaded connection of nominal PI section circuits 
of cable/transmission lines are represented by Figure 5-16 
Cable Ti Cable Tj
iTRiTL jTRjTL
2
iTC
2
jTC
2
jTiT CC 
 
Figure 5-16. Cascaded transmission line/cable representation. 
For cascaded transmission lines/cables, the voltage at node of connection is 
depends on both cable. The node equation in d-q reference frame can be written as 
follows. 
     jTd
jTiT
iTd
ji
ijqijd i
CC
i
CC
vv
dt
d




22
0  
(5-188) 
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ijq
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jTiT
ijdijq i
CC
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CC
vv
dt
d




22
0  
(5-189) 
Equations (5-190)and (5-191) are generalized equations, where more than two 
cables are connected to same node. These equations are very important for writing the 
state space equations for entire microgrid.  
 
     
 
     
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(5-190) 
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(5-191) 
The complete line configuration of the fort sill microgrid system is shown in Figure 5-17. 
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Figure 5-17. Line configuration of the fort Sill microgrid system. 
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From above discussion and from Figure 5-17, the complete state space model of 
the microgrid line configuration for small perturbation can be derived as below.  
           loadTsourcessourcesTTTT UBXAXAX *** _   
 
(5-192) 
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5.5 Microgrid state space modeling  
The state space models of all microgrid components are derived into sections 5.1 to 
5.4. These derived microgrid components are used to build the complete microgrid state 
space model, which can be used for all different cases of VDC method. The complete 
derived state space model is given below. 
gridgridgridgridgrid UBXAX  ** 
  
gridgridgridgridgrid UDXCY  **   
 
(5-193) 
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In the above state space model, when the source is connected, the associated matrix 
is multiplied by 1 and if the source is disconnected the associated matrix is multiplied 
by 0. For example, in case 1 when natural gas generator 1 is disconnected, the matrix 
Ang1, Bng1 and Ang1_T2 are multiplied by zero.  
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5.6 Stability Analysis for Proposed VDC method. 
The stability of nonlinear system is given by the poles and zeros of the characteristic 
equation. When the poles and zeros have negative real parts, the system is 
asymptotically stable. When at least one of the poles and zeros have a positive real part, 
the system is unstable. In the proposed VDC method, the microgrid is operated in 
different mode of operation. In mode 1, only energy storage provides power to the 
system. In mode 2, energy storage and natural gas generator provides power to the 
system and in mode 3, energy storage and both generators provides power to the system. 
The power output of the renewables are intermittent. So it has to be consider during 
stability analysis. In this section, all different scenarios are consider and pole-zero map 
has been plotted.  
Case 1: Only energy storage is connected into microgrid. The renewables and both 
natural gas generators are assume to be disconnected from the system. For selected 
control parameters, the pole-zero map has been plotted as shown in Figure 5-18.  
 
Figure 5-18. Pole-zero map for microgrid, when only energy storage is connected.  
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All the poles and zeros are in the left half plane. Hence, the microgrid operation is 
stable while renewable and generators are disconnected and only energy storage 
provides power.  
Case 2: In this case, energy storage and solar PV are connected into microgrid. 
However, both generators and wind turbine are not connected to the microgrid. Figure 
5-19 shows the pole- zero map and confirms the stable operation of microgrid. Few 
poles are relocated and few poles are added due to connection of solar PV.  
 
Figure 5-19. Pole-zero map for microgrid, when energy storage and solar PV are connected. 
Case 3: In this case, energy storage, renewables and natural gas generator 1 are 
connected. This is mode 1 of unit commitment algorithm. Figure 5-20 shows the pole- 
zero map and confirms the stable operation of microgrid. Few poles are relocated and 
few poles are added due to the connection of wind turbine.  
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Figure 5-20. Pole-zero map for microgrid, when energy storage and renewables are 
connected. 
Case 4: In this case, energy storage, solar PV, wind turbine and both generators are 
connected. This is mode 2 of unit commitment algorithm. Figure 5-21 shows the pole- 
zero map and confirms the stable operation of microgrid.  
 
Figure 5-21. Pole-zero map for microgrid, when energy storage, renewables and generator 1 
are connected. 
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Case 5: In this case, energy storage, solar PV and wind turbine are connected. This 
is mode 3 of unit commitment algorithm. Figure 5-22 shows the pole- zero map and 
confirms the stable operation of microgrid.  
 
Figure 5-22. Pole-zero map for microgrid, when energy storage, renewables and both natural 
gas generators are connected. 
In all different possible scenarios of VDC method, poles and zeros are remain in 
left half plane. Hence, the microgrid is stable.   
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Chapter 6  Modified Control Technique for CO2 
Reduction, Improve Efficiency and Power 
Quality in a Microgrid   
6.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, energy resources management technique is proposed to improve 
power quality indexes, reduce CO2 emission, and improve energy efficiency. Modified 
IEEE 34 bus system is used to model a microgrid in an island mode. The DRs and load 
profile have been added into the standard IEEE 34 system and four cases have been 
studied. In base case, two large natural gas generators are connected to the energy 
network. In case 2, in addition to the generators, energy network is highly penetrated 
with renewables. In case 3, energy storages are added at the point of interconnection 
(POI) of each renewable sources are added to the system examined in case 2 and the 
proposed modified control technique is applied.  
In the simulation, the CO2 emissions, associated with the combustion of fossil fuels, 
are calculated for 24 hours load profile. Quality index is calculated based on critical 
load outages. If the voltage and frequency do not meet the requirements for the critical 
load, the load is assumed to be off line. The critical load outage time, in a first 
approximation, can be associated with System Average Interruption Duration Index 
(SAIDI), which is used by the utility companies to evaluate the power quality and 
system reliability.  
Simulation results for all three cases have been presented. CO2 emission, efficiency 
and power quality indexes were calculated. Simulation results for all three cases have 
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been presented. CO2 emission, efficiency and power quality indexes were calculated 
and compared in order to verify the proposed energy management technique. 
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6.2 Renewables and Energy storage system sizing 
 
Figure 6-1. Active load profile of small island energy network  
The load power profile for 24 hours is shown in Figure 6-1. As shown in the figure, 
peak load of the system is around 1.9 MW. The system has significant line losses due 
to long lines. In base case, to meet the total load and losses requirement two generators, 
each rated at 1.5 MVA are added into the system model. Each generator is assumed to 
have 0.8 power factor and reactive power capability. Hence, the 2.4 MW of total power 
from the generators can meet the total load requirement including losses. Based on the 
NREL reports, 30% of total electricity will be generated from renewable resources by 
2030.  Hence, two 0.5 MW wind turbines and one 0.25 MW of solar PV have been 
integrated into the system model and this scenario is considered as a case 2. 
The energy storage systems were integrated with renewables in order to deal with 
the intermittency issues. The energy storage should provide an additional resource to 
help system frequency management. It charges or discharges on a minute to minute 
basis to help maintain system frequency at 60 Hz. It provides energy for a short duration 
during sudden increase in loads until the natural gas generator can be brought online. 
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kW should be minimum charging/discharging power capacity of energy storage system, 
which is 45% of total renewable resources capacity.  
A natural gas generator will operate and provide power to the system only if the 
load on the generator is above the limit determined by its lowest allowable efficiency. 
As a result, in cases when the power generation requirement from the natural gas 
generators drops below its minimum operating limits, the energy storage system should 
be able to provide that minimum power requirement so that the natural gas generators 
can be off line. In the studied small island system, each generator has 20% minimum 
power requirement. The energy storage should be able to provide that amount of power, 
which is at least 600 kW or 20% for each 1.2 MW generator. So the total power capacity 
for energy storage system should be 1.165 MW.  
To integrate large amount of renewables into Puerto Rico power system, the Puerto 
Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) has established minimum technical 
requirements (MTR) for the interconnection of renewables into a small island system. 
According to MTR, frequency response and ramp rate control are two major 
requirements and they dictate the energy capacity for the energy storage systems. 
 The energy storage system utilized for frequency support requirements should have 
energy capacity equivalent to 9.5 minute at 10% of total rated renewable energy 
systems power. Hence, the minimum storage capacity for the purpose of frequency 
support for 1.25 MW of renewables is: 
kWh
MW
79.19
60
5.9*25.1*10.0
 
 regulationfrequency for Capacity   Storage


 
Based on the MTR, the power ramp rate of renewable energy sources should not be 
more that 10% of the rated capacity per minute at its Point of Interconnection (POI). 
This means that each renewable has to incorporate some amount of energy storage. As 
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an example, for the 500kW wind turbine connected to the bus 848, the necessary 
amount of storage for the ramp rate limiting will be:  
kWh
h
kW
67.41
min/60*2
min10*500
   
In the modeled system, we have the total 1.25 MW of renewables. In the worst case, 
the power could change from 1.25 MW to 0 MW, the energy storage at the POI of each 
renewable should pick up the change and should limit the ramp to 125 kW per minute. 
As a result, it takes 10 minutes to ramp down the power, from 1.25MW to zero. The 
minimum total energy storage requirement for the entire system for the ramp rate 
limiting is 104.16 kWh. The total minimum size of energy storage for ramp rate control 
and frequency support for the entire system will be 123.95 kWh. In case 4, to applied 
virtual droop control method, a 250 kW, 500 kWhr ZBB energy storage has been added 
at bus 800. 
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6.3 Control Algorithm 
In islanded microgrid, the stability of microgrid frequency is a key for an overall 
energy network’s stability. Small frequency deviation indicates the changes in power 
and can lead to load shedding. Large power loss events deviates the frequency to great 
extent and main objective of a grid operator is to minimize the power loss event. Hence, 
the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) has established technical 
requirements for interconnection of renewables with energy network. In MTR, 
specifically, the requirements for managing sudden changes of power output called 
“Ramp Rate Control” and mandate a minimum amount of power to respond to grid 
frequency changes called “Frequency Response” are very important. In addition, 
voltage control is an essential part of MTR requirement. To meet MTR requirements, 
ramp rate and frequency support control have been implemented. Based on the 
frequency deviation and change in the power output of renewable energy systems, the 
power command references for the integrated energy storage systems are calculated.  
Frequency response is not limited by ramp rate control and is decoupled from the 
ramp rate control. Frequency response is continuous in operation even during ramp rate 
event, unless the ramp rate event requires its frequency response resources to use for 
ramp rate control. The renewable energy facility should be able to simultaneously meet 
both requirements, as long as the ramp rate event does not require the frequency 
response resources to use with the ramp rate requirement. If the ramp rate control uses 
all the available resources, the frequency response control will not be in effect during 
this specific period of time. The part of energy storage system utilized for frequency 
response control shall have a storage capacity equivalent to 9.5 minutes of the 10% AC 
contracted capacity. This includes 9 minutes of full participation and one minute ramp 
down complying with the ramp rate requirement. For small frequency deviation (less 
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than 0.3 Hz), the renewable energy facility response should be proportional to the 
frequency deviation, based on the specified 5% droop characteristic. For small 
frequency deviation, the frequency response should follow the ramp rate. The 
maximum allowable dead band for frequency response is 0.02%.  For large frequency 
deviations (greater than 0.3 Hz), the renewable energy facility shall provide an 
immediate real power of at least 10% of AC power contracted capacity. The time 
response should not be more than 1 second. If the frequency deviation stays above 0.3 
Hz, the renewable energy facility should be able to provide 10% of AC contracted 
power for at least 9 minutes and after that, the real power primary response should 
decrease at a 10% per minute ramp rate. If the energy available for regulation is drained 
the frequency response control shall be restored in a time less than 10 minutes after 
restoration of the frequency to within the frequency control deal band.     
Frequency(Hz)
59.5
Pref(KW)
60 60.3
59.7 60.5
50 
-50
 
Figure 6-2. Predefined droop curve for frequency support power reference for solar PV 
energy storage system versus the system frequency   
As an example for the 250 kW solar PV facility, for small frequency deviation, less 
than 0.3 Hz, the frequency support power reference is calculated based on the predefine 
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droop curve, as shown in Figure 6-2However, for large frequency deviation, greater 
than 0.3 Hz, the energy storage system will provide immediate 50 kW support.  
Ramp rate control is required to smoothly transits from one output level to another. 
The solar PV or wind facility should be able to control the rate of change of power 
output during some circumstances such as, (1) increase in renewable energy facility 
power output (2) decrease in renewable energy facility power output (3) rate of increase 
of power when a curtailment of power is released (4) rate of decrease in power when 
curtailment limit is engaged. According to PREPA requirement, the rate of change of 
power output at renewable energy facility should not be greater than 10% of AC 
contracted capacity per minute. This ramp rate limit is applied to both increase and 
decrease of power output. The 10% tolerance shall be applied to ramp rate control. The 
energy storage system utilized for ramp rate control requirement shall have a minimum 
nominal capacity of 20% of AC contracted capacity and for at least one minute, a 
minimum effective storage capacity of 30% of AC contracted capacity. If case of ramp 
rate control resource is not sufficient, the frequency response control resource will be 
used to the extent of its full nominal 10% capacity and 15% effective capacity. 
As an example for the 250 kW PV facility the power at POI should not change more 
than 25 kW per minute. In simulated model, the 24 hours load profile is scaled down to 
2400 seconds, which means that 1 real time minute is equal to 1.667 simulation seconds. 
As a result, the simulation ramp rate has to be scaled to 15 kW per simulation second.  
The solar PV energy storage controller will store the last measurement of the solar 
PV output power. It will be compared with the current power measurement and the 
ramp rate and its direction will be calculated. Based on this information, the power 
reference for the integrated energy storage is calculated as follows: 
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 
kW)*(RR
PPP  P
sign
sCMDRR_previouspv_previoupv_currentRR_CMD
15

 
Where,   
RR_CMDP  = Power Command to control the ramp rate at Point of 
Interconnection 
pv_currentP  = present power measurement 
spv_previouP = Previous power measurement 
signRR = Ramp rate direction 
(6-1) 
In addition to the frequency support and the ramp rate control, the voltage support 
is also provided using integrated energy storage system. According to MTR, renewable 
energy facility should have the reactive power capability to meet +/- 0.85 power factor 
range, which is the maximum MVAr capability corresponding to maximum MW 
output. This reactive power capability should be persistent throughout the complete 
range of operation of the renewable facility. The reactive power injection/absorption 
should follow the droop characteristics, which should be adjustable from 0 to 10%. The 
SCADA system should be able to adjust the percentage of the droop curve and voltage 
set point at POI of renewable facility. 
In order to provide the voltage support, the POI voltage is measured and the reactive 
power command for the integrated energy storage is calculated based on the following 
equation. 
dev
V
V
droop
Q
set
cmd *
*
200
%
687.0


















  
Where, POIsetdev VVV   
(6-2) 
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6.4 Results  
As discussed earlier, four cases have been simulated. For all four cases, total fuel 
consumption, CO2 emission, system energy efficiency and power quality index SAIDI 
have been calculated. 
Case 1: 
 In base case, two large traditional natural gas generators each rated at 1.5 MW 
have been integrated into small island energy network. In addition, the 24 hours load 
profile, shown earlier in Figure 6-1, has been applied. The natural gas generators are 
operated in droop mode and the droop curve shown as shown in Figure 6-3 has been 
used for both generators.  
Frequency(Hz)
59.5
120%
%
 o
f 
P
 r
a
te
d
60
20%
60.359.7
100%
 
Figure 6-3. Droop curve for 1.5 MW natural gas generator. 
Figure 6-4 shows the typical efficiency curve for synchronous generator and natural 
gas engine. Based on the efficiency curve, if the natural gas generator is operated 
between 20% and 100 % of the rated load, acceptable operating efficiency can be 
achieved. The generator can be overloaded by 20% for short periods of time without 
compromising the acceptable efficiency. As a result, the droop curve for 1.5 MW 
generator is shown in Figure 6-3. The blue section of the droop curve represents the 
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overload region of the generator and the red section represents the operating region with 
acceptable efficiency. If the load drops below 20% the generator should be turned off.   
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Figure 6-4. Typical load v/s efficiency curve                           
The operating range of system frequency is 59.5 Hz to 60.5 Hz. As shown in Figure 
6-5, the energy network frequency remains within the operating range. Figure 6-6 
shows the active power output of natural gas generators in base case. 
 
Figure 6-5. Energy network frequency; case1. 
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Figure 6-6. Active power output of generator 1 and 2; case1.   
Figure 6-7 shows the reactive power output of natural gas generators. Since 
generator 2 is located near voltage regulator 2, the reactive power output of generator 
2 is less compared to the generator 1.  
 
Figure 6-7. Reactive power output of generator 1 and 2; case1.   
The operating range of the voltage is between 0.9 and 1.1 per unit. Figure 6-8 shows 
the generators terminal voltages while operating the small island energy system in base 
case. As generators are large and the system has two regulators, the voltages at 
generator terminals as well as at critical loads are maintained.   
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Figure 6-8.Voltage output of generator 1 and 2; case 1. 
 The overall energy efficiency of energy network in base case is 25%. The total 
fuel consumption by natural gas  generators is 4478 gallons and total CO2 emission is 
3,02,400 pounds. The calculated power quality index SAIDI is 0 hours per day for base 
case.  
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Case 2: 
In the case 2, in addition to two 1.5 MW generators, two 0.5 MW wind turbines and 
one 0.25 MW solar PV have been added at buses 828, 848 and 890 respectively. The 
24 hours wind speed data and irradiation data from Milwaukee area have been used for 
renewables. Figure 6-9 shows the active power output of both generators, both wind 
turbines and solar PV.  
 
Figure 6-9. Active power output of generator 1, generator 2, wind turbine 1, wind turbine 2 
and solar PV; case2.   
Figure 6-10 shows the frequency of the energy network while Figure 6-11 shows 
the generators terminal voltages. Due to sudden drop or rise in renewable power output, 
the system frequency and critical loads voltages violate the specified limits. 
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Figure 6-10. Energy network frequency; case2. 
 
Figure 6-11. Voltage output of generator 1 and 2; case 2. 
 Due to voltage fluctuation, the reactive power output of both generators also 
fluctuates. Figure 6-12 shows the reactive power of both generators when renewables 
are integrated.  
After including renewable energy systems, the overall energy efficiency of energy 
network in case 2 is 32.82%. The total fuel consumption by generators is 3576 gallons 
while total CO2 emission is 2,21,137 pounds. The calculated power quality index SAIDI 
is 27.23 hours per year. 
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Figure 6-12. Reactive power output of generator 1, generator 2, wind turbine 1, wind turbine 
2 and solar PV; case2.   
By adding renewable energy systems into energy network, the energy efficiency is 
improved by 7.82 % and fuel consumption is reduced by 902 gallons. In addition, CO2 
emission is reduced by 81,263 pounds. However, the power quality SAIDI is degraded 
by 27.23 hours per year. 
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Case 3: 
In case 3, the energy storage systems have been integrated with renewable energy 
systems and the proposed technique has been applied to the energy management. Figure 
6-13 shows the active power output of both generators.  
 
Figure 6-13. Active power output of generator 1 and 2; case3.   
 
Figure 6-14. Active power output of wind turbine 1, active power of associate energy storage 
system and active power at POI of wind turbine 1. 
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Figure 6-15. Active power output of wind turbine 2, active power of associate energy storage 
system and active power at POI of wind turbine 2. 
 
Figure 6-16. Active power output of solar PV, active power of associate energy storage 
system and active power at POI of solar PV. 
Figure 6-14 to Figure 6-16 shows the active power output of renewable energy 
systems, active power of associated energy storage system and active power at POI of 
renewable system. The effect of sudden drop or rise in renewable power output at POI 
is decreased by integrated energy storage systems. The change in active power at POI 
is regulated to maintain at most 10% per minute ramp rate. In addition, the frequency 
support is also provided by energy storage system. As shown in Figure 6-17, the system 
frequency is regulated between 59.5 and 60.5 Hz. However in some cases, frequency 
crosses the specified limit as a result of huge fluctuations in renewable energy systems 
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power output, sampling rate of power measurement and scaling of the simulation time. 
In any case, breaker did not tripped because the frequency transients do not last more 
than 0.16 second.      
 
Figure 6-17. Energy network frequency; case3. 
 
Figure 6-18. Reactive power at generator 1, generator 2, wind turbine 1 POI, wind turbine 2 
POI and solar PV POI; case3.   
In addition, voltage support is also provided by the integrated energy storage 
systems. Figure 6-18 shows the reactive power at generators and at POIs of renewable 
energy systems. Figure 6-19 shows the terminal voltage of generators. 
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Figure 6-19. Voltage at generator 1, generator 2; case3.   
The energy efficiency of energy network in case 3 is 33.35%. The total fuel 
consumption by generators is 3539 gallons and total CO2 emission is 2,17,310 pounds. 
The calculated power quality index SAIDI is 0.073 hours per year.  
By integrating energy storage systems with renewable energy systems, the energy 
efficiency is improved by 8.35 % compare to base case. Moreover, the fuel 
consumption is reduced by 939 gallons and CO2 emission is reduced by 85,090 pounds. 
While as compare to case 2, the power quality index SAIDI is improved by 27.157 
hours per year.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion  
In this dissertation, the detail modeling of microgrid and its components are 
presented. The virtual droop control method is proposed and introduced to manage 
microgrids in various operating modes. The proposed method is applied to the Fort Sill 
microgrid. It regulates the microgrid voltage and frequency more tightly than the natural 
droop control technique. The unit commitment algorithm is proposed to improve 
system efficiency, to reduce carbon dioxide emission and also to reduce fuel 
consumption.  
The proposed virtual droop control framework enables the microgrid management 
using small size of energy storage. It also operates the fossil based generators at near 
rated power to increase their operating efficiency. The technique to operate microgrid 
without communication is also presented. Detailed analysis for intentional islanding, 
unintentional islanding and reconnected are presented. 
The simulation results for 24 hours load, solar PV radiation and wind profiles are 
presented for Fort Sill microgrid system. The simulation results of virtual droop control 
method are compared with the results from natural droop control. The fuel 
consumptions of natural gas generator for 24 hours are also calculated for both natural 
droop control and proposed VDC method and are compared. The results for proposed 
technique to operate microgrid without communication are also presented. The 
experimental results are also presented to verify the proposed method. The state space 
model has been developed for the Fort Sill microgrid and the stability analysis has been 
done to verify stability of a microgrid in all possible scenarios of proposed VDC 
method. 
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A modified control technique is proposed to regulate voltage and frequency for high 
penetration of renewable energy, which can be used with VDC framework. The 
technique allows the improvement of efficiency and power quality indexes for critical 
loads while reducing CO2 emissions. Three different cases were studied and simulated. 
The CO2 emission, efficiency and power quality indexes have been calculated and 
compared for all three cases in order to verify the performance of the proposed control 
technique. 
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